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GEVOICE
Ad Fontes
dcpen dcrux coverage," said
Evans-Hunter.
Employee reaction to the new
rates has been mixed, ranging (rom
one professorwho said, "Are taore
new rates?" to a custodial worker
who said, "Ou [side [he college
community you used to hear Conn
College is the best place LOwork; it
isn 't like 1hM anymore."
Employees were warned last De-
cember of the impending increase
and given an opportunity to waive
their coverage if they could certify
their coverage under another plan.
However, some employees have
been frustrated that the waiver did
not come at a lime when they could
change their coverage option.
J. Alan Wimer, chair of the so-
ciology department, lambasted the
college for the new rates.
"If it isn't <l brench of contract it's
at least a breach of faith. It is simply
an example of an <lchninistration
that doesn't keep its word and docs
not operate in good faith with the
people it's supposed to consider
from the U.S. Derartrnenl of
Education indici.lled that thc
college's schedule rrobably al-
ready mCCL5 the new requirement.
"We have found out that the
guidelines arc different," said
Helen Reeve, chair of the Faeully
Steering and Conference Com·
mittee and chair or thc RlIssi~m
studics departmcnt
The 1992 amendmcnt lO the
Higher Education Act requires
colleges to have 30 instructional
weeks per scmester. After the law
was passed. the DeparLlnem of
j ·~~~~~~;;;;;;;~=~s=sz=~~~
,Iii~
Staff react to increases, timing
in health care contributions
by Austin Jcnktns
The College Voice
Employee contributions to their
health plan increased last week in
an effort to defray health care costs
which are $1.2 million higher than
anticipated in the Strategic Finan-
cial Plan.
The increase illustrates the
nation's health care crisis and
Connecticut College's struggle for
survival in the 21st century.
Thenew rates were implemented
March 1and require employees to
pay I J percent of the cost of indi-
vidual coverage and, according to
salary, upto20 pcrccnt ofthccost to
cover their dependents.
Joan Evans-Hunter, director of
human resources, explained that
contributions to dependent care is
based on salary but not so for indi-
vidual coverage.
"We fccl an obligation LOsubsi-
dize our employees at a certain
levcl ... It is their responsibility to
pay a higher proportion for their
colleagues," said Winter.
Blue Cross, the college's health
insurance provider, prohibits ern-
ployees from changing their option
except during the annupJ one rnomn
open enrottment period; the school
used that month LlJis Jan uary before
Sec College p.9
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I Campus responds
.1 to PPBC list items
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1
I
J
I
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and what "decisions will be made
for the 1993-94 budget," said
Baird.
The guiding principles of PPBC,
according to its chair, are to focus
on the mission of the college when
restructuring and 10 make adjust-
mcnts in staff and faculty through
"retraining and auruion." rather
than lay-offs.
Several faculty and swrf mem-
bers IUHI questions •.In<l comments
on specific budget-cutting items,
but a number of issues held mass
concern. In-house hiring, a process
by which jobs are reallocated and
current employees arc retrained to
fill new positions, was a main
concern at both meetings.
According to Baird, if posuions
needtobefilled,shewould "look in
house for the position first," rather
than going outside the col \ege
community.
Louise Brown.dean of freshmen,
expressed concern ..'bout the
amount of time rctraining, \'vou\d
takeout of em'Q\o)'ee's work hours
am\ sai\..\,''1' m concerned about t\,<:\t
booooso faJJ die qu,aJilxaf H>'ork,hUL
is done. -
The instill/lion of a vnrinbtc 3:2
See PPIJC p.11
by Penny Asay
The College Voice
and Jennifer Lcvnn
News Editor
Changing to a variable 3:2
teaching load, re-allocating jobs
and revising student fees were
among the options for budget cut-
backs debated at open PPBC meet-
ings sparsely attended by students
on Monday.
As the deadline for 1993-94 bud-
get restructuring approaches, the
Priorities, Planning and Budget
Committee held meetings open to
faculty, staff, and students to gain
their input on the suggestions.
The meetings were designed to
answer questions on and discuss
opinions of the "Revenue Enhance-
ment and Cost Restructuring Sug-
gestions" currently on the table.
"We are trying to, with the input
of the college community, make
choices," said Bridget Baird, chair
of PPBC and the mathematics de-
partment.
or over buctg,et-cu\.\.\ng sugges-
tion's. about 80 roauun on lhe wbJc
for discussion. Information rrorn
tile meetings will help to «decide
what should remain OIl thc wblc"
Committee conducts inside
search for new provost
by April Ondis
Associate News Editor
The provost and dean of faculty
search commiuee expects to an-
nounce ilS recommenda00n of two
or three candidates for the position
of pro..,st to the president of the
college by this Friday.
The committee, composed of
two students, tenured faculty mem4
bers from each orthe four academic
College reinterprets legislation,
drops proposal to lengthen calendar
by Carl Lcwis
The College Voice
The college has negged iL5 plans
to revise next year's academic cal-
endar in response to ncw interpreta-
tions of the~federal regulation re·
Quiring colleges to provide 30 in-
structional wecks per year.
For several weeks, the eol1ege
has been working to lengthen the
1993-1994 aeademie year in order
to qualify for $250,000 worth of
federal financial aid funding.
Lastweek, informmioll received
Educmion was given the task of
delCrrnining the CX;:lctmeaning of
the terms sUlled in the legislation,
such as thc term "instructional
week."
Edward McKenna, associate
professor of economics, contacted
a represcntntive from the regional
Department of Education office in
Boslon, as well as a representative
from the Departlllent of Education
in Washington D. C.
"Essentially what I discovered
was 01<1ttHey arc leaning toward an
Sec Interpretation p.13
disciplines, an untenurcd faculty
member, and a trustee, is conduct-
ing a search for a new provost from
existing tenured faculty members.
"At a January 22 meeting be-
tween President Gaudiani, the
FSCC~ and the faculty who were
here [before classes resumed], we
decided thatlhe provost would bea
tenured faculty person whom we
know," said Helen Recve, chair of
the Faculty Slccring ..mel Confer-
enccCommiuccand mernberofthe
provost scarch committec.
Rccve commented on the diffi-
culty involved in finding a. new
provost. "The search for thedcan of
the faculty is very complex. lThe
position I is administf<lti ve and aC~l-
dcmic ... This person must have
connections and the ability to con-
nect. This is the number two posi-
tion in thc collegc . this is" very
high-strain position," she said.
According to Reeve, time is a
limiting f,lcto'r in the search for <l
new provost and dean or fac.:ulty
becallse Dorothy James, former
provost, left the posilion in the
middle of the year. Tbis makes an
intern;'ll search, in >"vhichcamlidates
arc <II ready familiar with thc col-
lege and known to the sC<1fchcom-
mittee, more feasible thnn an cxter-
nal search in whichc.mdidales from
olJlliide the collcge.
"We w,mt lO go about Ilhe
Sec Search Committee p. 12
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=VIEWPOINT
Disappointment with Spike
Lee does not signify disrespect
The delicacy of diversity
Diversity is not an easy lopk. Wilh polarized perspectives and
poIitkally correcl parameters, lbere is lil1le room for levity in
discussions about campus multiculturalism. At Connecticut College
in recent weeks lbe debates have nol only been unam using, however.
They've been downrighl ugly.
A Sludent Governmenl AssOciation meeling rapidly deteriorated
lasl week as squabbling, eleded orrlCials joked and issued personal-
ized allacks, while debating a proposal 10 encourage diversiroed art
exhibits in the College Center,
An op-ed piece in las! week's newspaper, In part, harshly qnes-
tioned a former SOAR presidenl's understanding of dlverslty be-
cause he ","pressed a negative opinion about Spike lee.
And Ihis week adislUrbing$8ga nnfoldsconce.rning Knowlton, the:
campus' model muJticultur~lI, international community. ~8ising:~
concerns about the housefellow selection process, WIDe residen.ts;
have charged that Saveena DhaJl, chair of academic alTair$,. i<'
guaranteed app<!inlment as Knowlton's next )JouS$CeJlo,v"b""au~::
she is Asian and (dend!; with the correnf houst'Cdl"wnhese.allega.c::
such a thing. This is why certain
people were pleased with the lec-
ture while others were disap-
pointed. So. why am Ipointing out
the obvious? Because, it wasn't so
obvious last week. That letter ac-
cused everyone who was disap-
pointed in the lecture of being igno-
rant It is difficultJor me to refrain
from saying that such an accusation
is a tribute to ignorance in itself. I
say this hecause many of the people
that shared my disappoinunenj
similarly share my admiration for
Spike Lee. It was also stated that
my opinions were the result of my
own biases. Once again, let me
(which they didn't because they
felt an objective article would be
less powerful). they would have
realized that Iapplaud Spike Lee's
achievements as an African-
American filmmaker and that J
think he is a tremendous role model
for all youths of color in today's
society. There are few filmmakers
who possess the ability necessary
to successfully produce and direct
films dealing with issues as intense
as those Spike Lee has confronted.
Among the select filmmakers who
do possess this ability, Spike Lee
clearly stands in the forefront. I
also understand that it is not a re-
quirement for all promi-
nent «minorities" to be
"radical spokespersons."
However.I do feel that by
using his films 10 present
his views on issues that
have a profound impact
on society, Spike Lee has
assumed the responsibil-
ity of being a knowledge-
able spokesperson on
these issues. Obviously,
some will disagree with
this statement. This is
fine because differences of opinion
are a fundamental aspect of any
progressive society. Senseless and
vicious attacks on individual opin-
ions ere often the trademark of re-
pressive, not progressive. societ-
ies. All people should have the
right to state their personal opin-
ions, without the threat of being
senselessly attacked. My indi-
vidual opinions reflected my dis-
appointment thaI Spike Lee didn't
address certain issues more thor-
oughly.
I admit that I had certain cxpec-
tationsconceming Spike Lee's lec-
ture. but when so many diverse
groups collaborate and spend
$17,OOOon a speaker, is it really a
crime to have reasonable expecta-
tions? I expected that in being a
keynote speaker for Black History
Month, Spike Lee would have
more thoroughly addressed the is-
sues covered in his films. The
expectations that I had were my
own, and it cannot be assumed the
en~irc campus shares these expec-
lations. Only a fool would assume
Letter 10 Ihe voice,
The letter "A Different Kind of
Frustration," which appeared in the
March J issue of the Voice had a
~ valid arguments. However, it is
a shame that those ~ sensible ar-
guments were overshadowed by
the blatant absence of both discre-
tion and respect that dominated the
opening paragraphs. Clearly, the
authors of the letter were very angry
at the overwhelming number of
people who were disappointed with
Spike Lee's lecture on February II.
Instead of expressing this opinion
in a thoughtful and rational manner,
they wrongly chose to auack me for
a quote which I gave the Voice
when asked to comment on the lec-
ture. This quote was simply my
reaction to Mr. Lee's lecture that
evening, and it was not intended to
reflect the majority opinion of the
campus as was insinuated in last
week's letter. I am nota spokesper-
son for Connecticut College or
Unity House. In light of that letter,
I feel that it is necessary to qualify
my comments.
Yes, I was disappointed with the
lecture and Yes, I do feel that it was
a mistake to spend $17,000 to have
him speak here, It is my personal
policy to speak the truth at all times;
uieretore. when solicited by the
Voice 1gave my true feelings con-
cerning Spike Lee's lecture. These
comments did not reflect my opin-
ion of Spike Lee's achievements
and his importance to society as a
whole. The authors of last week's
article took the liberty of extrapo-
lating my entire set of beliefs about
social issues from a small quote
printed in the Voice. I would expect
that an educated student of the '90s
would realize that one cannot as-
sume to understand an entire per-
sonality based on a simple
soundbite, which is what was na-
ively attempted last week. They
also stated that "knowledge comes
from experiences;" if that is the
case, then it is difficult to conceive
how a person who has spent his
entire life fighting racism and
prejudice can be accused of being
Ignorant, as I was last week.
If the authors had given me the
chance to explain my comments
However, forcing an
opinion upon someone is
more than just ignorant
and disrespectful, it is
completely antithetical to
the purpose of a college
education.
point out the obvious for those who
fail to understand. There is a dis-
tinction between a fact and an opin-
ion. An opinion is something that is
inherently biased, whereas a fact is
a clear truth devoid of any biases.
My comments were not a Fact; they
were simply my opinion.
The purpose of writing this let-
ter is not only to refute some of the
statements made last week. butalso
10 ensure that such H senseless at-
tack doesn't happen again, not only
to me, but to anyone on this cam-
pus. One purpose of a college edu-
cation is to learn to make reason-
able. thoughtful arguments that
persuasively express an opinion.
However, forcing an opinion upon
someone is more than just ignonlnt
and disrespectful, it is completely
antithetical to the purpose of a col-
lege education. If we are to survive
in the '90s, we must stop attacking
each other and be open-minded to
diverse opinions. whether or not
we agree with them.
THE COLLEGE VOICE
Sarah Huntley
Publisher
Rebecca Flynn
Editor in Chief (Ncwspa
Christopher Scott
Associalc Publisher
Sincerely,
Neil P. Manter, '94
Beware of the "Clintonesque" approach
Letter to the Voiu:
As I finishcd reading the publisher'scomments in the
FebruHry 22 Voice, I was left wondering why you
~lievc that sl~~ents. laculty, and staff should adopt a
CllOtonesquc approach tosolving thccnllegc'sbud-
get problcm. Due to the fact that the "Clintoncsquc"
appr?3ch IS never defincct, I shall assume thm lhe
publishcr had left it up to the r""dcr to m k h'a C IS or hcr
ow_nanHlysis 01 this type approach.
In thccditorial, you mention that President Gaudiani
had told a rcportcr that she likes to call "proc ..
r Its" '. essesu restructuring' as opposed to "c .... Th
. h' - Uc'. e
manner In w leh Gaudiani was able to h. usc er vast
vOCllbulary JO order to evade the reality of th .
d
. e Im-
pcn 109 cuts \V.as quite similar to tl,C wa' h' IP" Yin w lel
rcsldenl Clmton was able to subst',t t h. . . ucteword
contributIOn for the word taxes I aSSllm th I. . ~ - e m W len
yo.u wc~e companng Gaudiani's technique to 1hm of
CllOton s you were referring to the way in which
G~~i~ni is attempting ~o use a new phrase in order to
minimiZe thc reaction.
If the college in fact Hdopted a "Clintonesque" ap-
proach to its budgetary problems then it would raise
tuition. guising it as a necessary' "contribution" and
offer to trim some of the rat. While J understand that all
o~the items that have been suggested are not cuts, they
Will definitely haveasignificanl impaclon student lire.
Ia~ ~?t attempting to criticize the proposed "restn.ic-
tunng of the college budget at this time, hilt rather find
It rather irresponsible on behalf of the publishcr to ask
the college community to adopt a "ClinLOncs{jue" ap-
proac~ without taking the time toexplain whal is mc£lOt
by thiS. If the collegc were to use this style in
"restructuring" its budget, I believe that it would en-
COunter many more problems.
E
Or
~ CoIl~~ VQoC,"g.. '-"Jlfbrn $UIdcrw. pracllood
Oallll:1i1me addn:.u If 0..: j)jl, ~>ad c.:~.:::moriaJorrJQ:S"~ loalCd inNichols Ilovse.
..... _'-'-- . F, ohcpn A.........,. Nc:w L.ondan. CT 06320.
.....oq.-n. ~Ia lIIld ",fo,mu'"'' are a ... ibblc
Lctlc:rs lO IIx Vo;u ...ill be pobl;'hed on sub;c.e:u. of iJuno .. to the: ~ T-eqocsL
TluII'-by 11)'OOp.m.. for tb: rdlowinz wed.'SIUl>C.. 8c:Q1ISCofllx :;:--"'t ~ ~lI>e r.. ~l k.~"
eatmoI: CUsnn_ tb:: pubr 01 "'.. ""'" 0 rna 0Ii'Q CoOnIidc:raums, webon leal .... anysa nw ...... Werqo:l"'Clhcri&!lItoc:dllfordariryondIenIlh All
~. lSSlOnJ ~.be on a Mac disl:. doublc:-1J*'l:d, sicn:4.1U1d lOclude a IIC:k:phon:: nrunbcr for ..""n .
OplnQlJupr=:lC:d "'the: Ed'I .. ia1 ~bo~}an:: lho.: olThe CoIk.cc: Yo· PIlblirJI Gr Ic.allcn.
clJc",tx:",inlhepllf'Cl'""'lhcopinions f!hl: lIIld '" l1l& ovp;u...eu~o ""1Iol:n donotncce_ily~OcaLhr:"ll: .... nfthilp-pl:I.
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. Wilham F. Wallcr (EdiiOf ill Chief EmcnLll~)
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SinrcrclY,
Scan M. Spicer
ClasS of 1993
VIEWPOINT/CONNTHOUGHT
Letter slams
wrong person
Letter to the Voice:
I am wriling in response to the Icttcr"A Different Kind
of Frustration" carried in the March 1 issue of The
College Voice. Icannot help but feel an obligation to
respond to the harsh and inaccurate attacks Mr.
Montalvo and Ms. Somma choose to unleash on my
friend, Ncil Maniar. Quite frankly, it is beyond my
comprehension why, in a college which certainly has its
fair share of "David Dukes," two people would choose
(0 go after its "Martin Luther King." Neil Maniar has
unselfishly spent his last two and one half years at Conn,
and his entire life before arriving here, fighting the biases
and battling the ignorance that they accuse him of
possessi ng.
This type of unconscionable attack, using the forum of
a campus-wide newspaper La smear the name of Mr.
Maniac, to me is as offensive as the groundless attacks
made on innocent Americans by Senator Joseph
--. _ WE"""7l>
lOOk -.'" '"" ""y
1lI4T """""'<s '"""'" 0<>
AU 0Ul WllQ( foA us ?
llIl' _
~'DIo1. __
McCarthy some forty years ago. So in the words of
Joseph Welch, the Army counsel who helped bring
Senator McC~lnhy down, I must ask the authors of
last week's letter, "H,IVC you no sense of decency .
. at long last? Have you len no sense of decency?"
Sincerely,
Chad Marrow,
Class of 1994
An Unhypocritical Single-Standard Treatise
Letter (0 the Voice:
Frustration. As A free-thinking young college Stu-
dent, it was very disheartening for me to read the letter
1Othe Voice last week written by Pilar Somma and Luis
Montalvo. I too was in Palmer to see Spike Lee lecture,
and IlOaWAS happy thatSAC was finally able lOoblRin
a speaker of some magnitude in our society. I disagree,
however, wilh theirstalementthctalk was interpreted by
members of the community in an "ignorant" manner. In
a free-thinking, thoughtful reasoned way, Neil Maniar,
for example, came to a conclusion. His conclusion,
attacked by Somma and Momalvo, was the shocking
idea that SP!ke Lee was uninSpiring. (By the way, the
fact' that~Ne'il Maniar is the FORMER SOAR chair in
itself does not make his view wrong, contrary to
Somm'a's and Montalvo's implication.) Mr. Lee spoke
in a monotone, wore a hat that prevented most QE,the
audience from seeing his face, and spoke mainly about
the making of "Malcolm X," which, while interesting,
cannolbe described us thought-provoking. Much of the
campus community would agree with Maniar that Mr.
Lee was not worth $17,000. How can it be "practically
inconceivable" that the majority of the campus feels this
way? 1 know many people thHlthought the lecturc was
boring, not because he spoke of boring issues (and not
because they arc racist), but rather because he said
nothing thought-provoking and didn't bother to innecl.
In case you missed the point, Neil Maniar asked a
question of Spike Lee that dealt with break.in~ do~vn
stereotypes, and Me Lee did not exactly <hsLJngUlsh
himself asa champion of destroying stereotypes. "I find
it hard to believe mat in the entire history of music, two
Jewish agents never exploited a black j~z ~inger:' and
"Every vegek'hle stand in New York CIty ISowned ~y
a Korcan" were part of his responses to Manli1r s
question about stereotyped chameters in "Mo' ~etter
Blues." Furthermore, Conn College students don t nec-
essarily think that a promincnt minority must be a
radical spokesperson for any social issue that deals
with their inequality. Interesting would be nice. But
EOtJAt is the main point here. From his answer to
Maniar's question, Lee showed that he believes in
perpetuating some stereotypes, as long as they don't
concern blacks. I am nOlsaying that,'.'women' ormen
of color arc to be judged by their color first instead of
the content of their character" - just the opposite.
Surprisingly enough, I don't like racism. I am also
not saying that issues of multiculturalism are nOt
thought~provoking or profound. I am saying that
Spike Lee was nOlthought-provoking or profound.
There is a difference. fn caSe Y'Ollmissed'it; he is a
human being. nDCan idea ~he is no!.l.l.lSI a director.
he is not .ll.lSI <:1black m,lO, he is nO[ .lJlSI a
prominent minoriry figure in our society, he is a
HUMAN nETNG, nnd ns sudl, is subject to criti-
cism from other HIJMAN BEINGS who think about
thi~gs he says and form opinions about him. We
have that freedolll. It's in the constitution. I was
particularly moved by Somma's ,md Montalvo's
statement, "Life is 110t,1Oopen book, you must learn
from your own experiences ... ," which presumably
means that wc should not accept for the gospel truth
everything said by anyone who comes down the
pike. Logically, tllis SUllement was followded by a
"suggestion" not to criticize Spik~ Lee. Neil.Manlac
was practically crucil"icd for saYing that Spike Lee
was not interesting. Heavens Forfend that someone
should disagrec with what he said.
P.S. While il is OBVIOUS that Vlere are many
olher fnull;;; in the lelter from Pilar Somma and Luis
Montalvo bcsides those addressed here, Ihad neilhcr
the patience nor paper to adequalely refUlc them aU.
Sincerely,
,Jerf Reynolds
Class of 1993
Hey Blats:
Put an end to the obnoxious, personal attacks
I'm sure that all of us havc memories of bcing tl~e
object of ridicule as children. I am also ~qlJally c~rt.alll
that we have all been guilty of provokmg or Simply
quietly accepting personal attacks children or adults
hnve directed towards one anothcr.
When I first read an issue of Blat.';as a frcshmm~, I
thought that much of its content was funny and entertaln-
. 'When a student in my freshman class was lucky
mg. . I be n
enough to be on the cover of Blats haVing on y en 0
this campus for a few weeks, I thought it was funny, but
I also had mixed emotions.
More recently, my personal conlRct wilh the people
who have been the object of BlaiS' "jokes" has made my
laughter disappear.
I certainly CHnnot overlook the great talent .and cr?-
Htiveness that the Huthors of Blals obvlollsly display 111
their publicmion. I think however, thm il is too .bad
thal this talent is corn prom ised when they lise llto
blatantly insult and ernbamss rellow slUdents. .
'We live in a very unique environment. If nothmg
else, a collegc community should strive to ccC'...lte an
atmosphere in which students can express th~m-
selves in their own ways, without fear of bemg
poblically scorned by others. Call me idealislic, bUI
I know that this support I am speakmg of does eXist
on many campuses. .
To the authors of Blats-continue with a creative
and humorous publicmion, but gCl rid of the obnox·
ious person<'ll altacks -they'rc unimpressive.
.Icsska Friedman
Class ill' 1995
People must not
be afraid to speak
Letter to the Voice:
I feel compelled to respond lO a
letter published in the March
1,1993 issue of The College Voice
titled, "A different kind of frustra-
tion." While most of the statements
in the letter are relevant and merit
discussion, the very personal attack
on Mr. Neil Maniar was quite un-
necessary and detracted from the
authors' overall argument. The sec-
and and third paragraphs had lillie
to do with the actual content of Mr.
Maniar's comments, and much to
do with assaulting his character, In
the future, those paragraphs may
dissuade others from expressing
their popular or unpopular opinions
for fear of personal assault and by
doing so, assume, in some fashion,
a form of prior restraint.
I understood thm implicit in thc
purpose of bringing Spike Lee to
the campus was to educate, inform
and enlighten the college and New
London communities. Working
from that premise, it seems logical
that an adcfitional intention was to
f-oster "socially significant" and
thought-provoking discussions
about the issues of "racism and the
barriers in American society." Am
1 mistaken?
1n 197\,. U.S. Supreme Court
'Justice· John Marsha\\ H(J.r\an
wrbtc. "70 many. the ih1rn~:linlc
consequence of !his freedom [of
speech] m<lyoftcn <tppc<lrlO be only
verbal tumult, discord, and even
offensive utterance. These are,
however ... in truth necessary side
effects of the broader enduring val-
ues which the process of open de-
bate permits us to achieve."
Perhaps, partof'Spikc Lee's mes-
sage was one of tolerance and un-
dcrstanrling of different view-
points, Perhaps it was not. what-
ever is was or W<.lSnot is not the
issue. What is at issue is whether a
student should be free to ex press his
or her opinion without fearing the
sarcastic and uucrly inappropriate
personal assault which has befallen
Mr. Maniar.
Ido not wish to make Mr. Maniar
a martyr. However, his situation is
,1 perfect example of the intolerance
and political "correctness" that
seems to stifle allmcnningfu! con-
versation on this campus. In order
to cbaltcngc a position, be it nco-
naz.ism or cxtrcmc-libcralisrn , tuc
posi\ioll must be allowed to be ex-
pressed in all opcn and tolerant en-
vironment. If opinions arc not ex-
pressed, they feslcr in the si knee of
intolerance and win never he qucs-
tioned until they are eventuaHy
eXflresscd in vio\ence.It is rar better
to express an ul1\lOvular \lositio\l
then to su(Ier in syco\lh<.\\\c'j . ASter
an, speech begets more speech.
.S"'''4:·~"r~C'~·N oJ .. ·,fe...•
C.'{u.<;... 01" 1994
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The College Voice:
A job well done? I
In Unpopular Ideas" would be
"Why I believe in Popular hlca~," it
doesn't mean lhal shccan't wnlea
totally slanderous, poilllless letlCr.
It's nOlthe Voice's responsibi lity to
edit.
My one complaint is th1.ll the
\loice printed llwt roolish letter
from Todd Whiucn, "Hoscfellow"
of Wrigllt (Feb. 22, 1993). H\lw
dare he write sl1ch a long lettcr
criticizing a reporter simply be-
cause she printed rumors as !',Jct,
printed lies, omilled key rarts, a~l{I.
has no working knowledge oj
grmnl11l1r or spelling. I SCt~ .~:Ir.
Whitten h<lS forgottcn thaI J he
College \loice provides us wilh <I
full page of Calvin Hnd IIohhes
ench and every week. Come 011,
Conn, lighten up. The \loi.r.cmust
be doing something right or il
wouldn't be receiving as l"nuch
SGA funding as the 34 lowest bud-
get clubs combined. All you al-
leged rape viClims, lHrgets of slan.-
der, and "hosefellows" can suck II
lip. The College Voice iSjusl doing
thcir job.
Letter to th~Voice:
I would like to congratulate The
College Voice for thcir excellence
in rcporling so far this semester. Il
angers me to hear people criticize
the Voice so often. Who cares iflhe
\loice (Feb. 1, 1993, "Officials ar-
rest allegcd studcnt rapisl") rc-
vealed lheinlramllraltC<.Im in which
the alleged victim pnrticipaled, not
to mention her agcnncl c1elairs of the
rapc. Conn students never, ever
gossip. The law sUites that ~cr
name can't he prinlcd. Revealmg
everything else is Ieg;;!l, so il'S not
the Voice's f'l\Ilt il" their dcwils
made identifying her e'lsy. Th.l.It's
her problem.
I think it was wonderful what
Alyssa Frceman's leller said on
Feb. 15,1993. Allhough it wasjust
a full page of insulLS and aWlcks on
Christopher Delvaille with no pur-
pose bulla show the college what a
biller, angry pcrson she is, that
doC.'Il'l mean thal it should havc
been edited. Even though (he
"point/counterpoint" heading was
tOkllly inapplicablc lO thc letter,
that doesn't mean that the Voice
can 'tenll illhl.1l. While I realize that
the counterpoint to "Why I Believe
i
Silll'ercl~',
Deirdrc Ill'llnCSSl')"
Chlss III' 1995
Etli(or's No(e:. . d. ·thl Id CONttrhoullhJlViewlwint pieces
·Ihe College VOice wtll nOf e If or WI 10
because of their cOn/ent.
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Warning from the administration leads to response:
Letter from deans is way out of line
On March 3, 1993 all of the resi-
dents of the 2nd floor of Park re-
ceived a letter written by Robert
Hampton, dean of the college, and
Catherine WoodBrooks, dean of
student life. The content of this let-
ter, which in fact appeared more
like an ultimatum, contained gross
exaggerations and outright lies.
Althou~ I reside on the third
floor of Park, Ihave many friends
on the 2nd floor and spend much of
my lime there. I feel I have a very
good understanding of why the
toner was wriucn and Isympathize
with someofwhal it said. However,
because some of the remarks con-
tained in that lcuer are so absurd
and in factual I feel the proper cor-
rections must be made.
In sum, the March 3 leiter to the
2nd floor of Park S!.11edthat "drugs
(ie: marijuana and cocaine) are
readily available" (on Park 2nd
floor), there have been "numerous
complaints about noise, abusive
drinking, and intimidating behav-
ior ... [The deans have decided 10]
• ignore the college's long history of
student self-regulation," and fi-
na\\y "previous attempts to address
these concerns through Eloor
mect\n'bs have not resu\lcd in a
S\'bn\{\cam d"a"og,c in bch<.wim.n
All ofthese assertions are fictitious.
First, yes, I will admit marijuana
use can be found on Park 2nd floor.
However, marijuana can be found
on many floors ar our school. J
certainly hope Dean Hampton and
Dean WoodBrooks are not so naive
that they fail to realize the wide-
not exist at Connecticut College, I
can say without reservation that I
have never seen cocaine on the
second floor of Park (or anywhere
else), never witnessed anyone us-
ing cocaine, and most importanuy I
cannot conceive of the deans' as-
sumption that cocaine is "readily
available" on Park 2nd
floor. Granted, our
Campus Safely is about
as competent as the Three
Stooges, but if cocaine is
so accessible I surely
would have hoped that
Stewart Angell (director
of Campus Safety),
Hampton, and Claire
(Gaudiani, president of
the college) herself would
have taken extensive
measures to eradicate this
drug from Park 2nd floor,
or anywhere else.
Secondly, I will not dispute the
fact that there has been occasional
unnecessary late night activity 00
the Znd floor of Park (whichl do not
condone) and noise may have been
a problem. I realize that many resi-
dents of the floor were inconve-
nienced by this and that is unfortu-
nate. However, I must take excep-
tion to the letter's mention of "in-
The deans' letter has shown
a Jack of knowledge about
campus life, a disrespect to
the college community, and
with so many incorrect state-
ments, the letter reflects very
poorly on the deans' abilities
to cope wit h student issues.
spread use of marijuana at Con-
necticut College. If they do under-
stand the widespread use of this
drug and consider ita problem, I
suggest they address their concerns
to the entire campus and not just
Park 2nd floor.
Also, what must be underscored
here is the mention by the deans of
cocaine. While \ am not wi.\\ing to
cocccce the (act that cocaine does
Conn needs a dorm for assholes
OK, we're the assholes. Wereally whorehouse-with-a-winning_
don't have the energy to determine louo-ticket donn.
if the loud-mouthed barbarians If we have learned anything here
who drink SI"' n,"ghts " "'eek arc a ,'t' th t IA ~ •• saw len someone claims op-
bigger hunch of tools than thc nall· pression just nod your head and
seating pack ofr wimps who issue give them what thcy want, Conn
noise complaints six nights a week. has also taught us that the best way
Thc question is why on a campus to have students understand one an-
that has achieved, in some regards, othcr is to keep them separated.
a remarkable amount of social ac- ~ather than being understood, we
~eptancc is there such anger and Just want to be left alone.
Intolerancc directed at those who We contend that different people
party all the time? h d fave i rerent ways to maximize
!hi.sschool may encourage diver- their enjoyment at Connecticut
sity In thecthnicily,economic well- College. Some people are amused
being and sexual oricntmion or its by a knee-slapping magic show
sLudems bULa diversity of opinions courtesyofSACora dancing clown
and pcrsomllilies is something tl1m at a T.R.I.B.E. gmhering. Some
apparently Lhis school C,mnOl en- p~ple think magic shows are stu-
dure. The fact of the mailer I'S th't d d I"k" pi an I etogetextrcmelyintoxi_
.Ihis. sc" hool docs have a grol'p of c'ted d hu an" t reatcn Lhat dancing
mdlvlduals who reject Lhe peliti- clown With bodily harm. Some
cally correct and "intellectual" en- people like long peaceful walks in
vironment lhm Connecticul Col- Ihe arborelum. Some people like
lege attempts to develop. These sc. reammg and sprinting tllfough
mdividuals, or assholes if you pre- the arboreLum nakcd as a jaybird.
fer, will undoubLcdly come imo Some people celebrate women's
conOicL witl] the Inodel stlillen"'" 've k b "...,. e y weanng i.1 nirly purplc rib-
There is a nHher simple solution' bon. Some people celebratc
lct's Crc.1LCthc assholc donn. It' ,,-'ornen' k b. s wee' y masturbming LO
would be perfectly in sync with ~ nifty Sports lIIusLr<Jledswimsuit
Conneeticut College pelitics. We Issue for the 23rd time.
have an environmenLal house a S, ome sludents have already
Unityhouse,aquietdorm,aforeign ed h IreOl Ole rooms ror next year's
language house, and subsrance free alumni weekend. Some sludents
floors. Claire is soon unveiling wouldn'L come back if U2 was
plans for Ihe people-who gal wail- playing in Ernst and there was a
listcd-at-Amherstdorm,girls-who_ world cup soccer match on
PUI-out-on-the-first-date house,lhe Harkness Green. Di fferent slrokes
guys-who-don'[ think-premature- for different folks.
ejaculation-is-a-Iaughing-muuer We certainly do not boast com.
floor, and Ihe students-who- plele IOleralion of others. We have
co u I d n ' I- get - I aid - ill - a - difficulty understanding how on a
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Thursday night some students
choose to watch Sean Spicer and
Chad Marlow debate the merits of
smoked turkey when Ihey could be
drinking 40 ouncers and waLching
Teddy Heintz and Ray Flynn de-
bate over the best hockey fight of all
time. We are confused by the
people living in the quiet dorm who
would Hither awake to the
mellifluent sounds of a singing bird
than the agonizing cries of their
friend who wrenchedhis knee the
nighl before falling off a bar stool.
Many mock us and say we l'-lck
the malUrity of other students and
are ignoring the challenges that col-
lege offers" Itisall in the eye of the
beholder. Some consider n-year-
old men having belching contesL<
comparing the artistic merits of thd
A-Team wilh the Dukes of Hazard
and seeing who can name th~
starters for the 1979 Pirates as evi-
dence of immaturity. We see a
bunch of Ivy League rejects of me-
d~ocre I~lellect posing as gods'
gifts to higher education as imma-
ture. To those who think they have
met Ihc ultimate challenge by
~radualing with -honors we would
like 10 see them drink 16 beers be-
fore their J-Board trial and still get
off on those manslaughter charges
Withonly 15work hours and a leiter
of censurc.
There would be numerous other
advantages to Ihe asshole dorm
Weadmit ~haton perhaps more tha~
on~occasl.on a metallic, cylindrical
obJecl might have accidentally
tumbled iOlOOur rooms and ille-
gally dispensed of some beer G". Ive
timidating behavior." Just because
students are drinking after 1:00
a.rn. (heaven forbid) and playing
music. that does not mean that in-
timidation of any kind is occurring.
As a resident of Park and a frequent
. visitor to the 2nd floor. I never
witnessed any student being ha-
rassed or intimidated. As aJ-Boar9
member, no student [rom the 2nd
floor or anywhere else has come
before the board for intimidation
towards anyone living in Park. Fi-
nally, I am friends with. a vast ma-
jority of the residents on the 2nd
floor and nobody has ever men-
tioned that they felt intimidated at
any time. If someone does feel
threatened than I strongly recom-
mend they contact Julie
DeGennaro, the J-Board chair. I
hope in the future the Deans choose
their wording a little more carefully
and appropriately.
Thirdly, the letter unequivocally
states thai because of the repre-
hensible behavior occurring on the
2nd floor of Park, the deans are
forced 10 abandon "student self-
regulation.v'This idea isa slap in the
face to the student body. The inap-
propriateness of the letter and lack
of knowledge regarding the reali-
ties of student issues 1S perfect indi-
cation of why the students do a
much better job than the deans at
monitoring other students. Again,
if this problem is so out of control
why have the deans waited until
almost Spring Break 10do anything
about it? Simply stated the issues
the leiter raises are highly exagger-
ated, and a note La our esteemed
deans - butt au I, the "student self-
regulation" is doing just finc.
Finally, the last outright false.
hoodthe letter mentions is regard-
ing the 2nd floor meetings. Well,
there has been only one floor meet-
ing organized by our housefellow,
Suzanne Walker. Since that one
meeting there have been zero ille-
gal kegs on the floor. Whether or
not noise complaints have lessened,
you'd have to check with Officer
Jay Jurkiewicz on that one, but with
the absence of such late-night ac-
tivity, I can only assume they have.
Overall, the deans' letter has
shown a lack of knowledge "about
campus life, a disrespect 10 the
college community, and with so
many incorrectstatemems the "letter
reflects very poorly on the deans'
abilities toeope with student issues.
so r &U£SsW£'ll
" "Sf S1<JPPI,,(, TIlE
f-'(:~~s IN TJif WIIITE
UOV5E' PIECE"
~'
II .
)/0/£ ""'N'T BE 0011>/6
7llE 'PuBLIC OIII'AA<.Ii.
OVER NEw 1l\J(£S'
5E&M£NT.
Mark Turner
Class·of 1993
so-don 't-!ecture-me-gcck -when-I-
,lm-booting-my-Iungs-out donn.
This donn would hclp move this
school one sLep closer to achieving
complete diversity awareness and
more importantly move us ahead of
New London Junior High and make
us the third best parly school in
New London.
Mike Sncidcman
Class of 1993
us the assholc dorm and chances of
another unfortunate infringement
of. alcohol policy will be mini-
mlzcd. If the dorm Was placed on
the outskirts of campus thO. . IS
institutIOn's greatest
embarassments will be kept out of
stght for the prospective tours
Of course we wouldn't d' ., lsgrace
the school by using profane lan-
guage to describe Our humble liv-
109 quarters, We'll call it the Slu-
~en ts- wh 0- are-soc ia II y-c ha 1_
enged dorm or the I've-gOl-a.3.D_
CONNTHOUGHT
major requirements, and the possi-
bilitics of double majoring ami go-
ing pre-med.
This freedom to explore within
the curriculum is an essential aspect
of a liberal arts education. This
freshman course would give many
students far more insight into a lab
science or practical art than many of
the courses which currently fulfill
their respective sections of the gcn-
cd plan, without bogging the stu-
A student plan for general education
Initiative urges restructuring
of educational experience
historical.and other implications of
asingle topic for an enure semester.
For instance, a topic such as the
Vietnam War could be the central
theme in a semester-long course.
One week students could learn
about the environmental impacts of
the war, the next about religious
issues which affected the partici-
pants, the third week could deal
with ethics relevant to the war, the
fourth with government scandals,
the fifth with art that came out of the
era, and so on through the fourteen
week semester. In addition to learn-
ing quite a bit about Vietnam and
being rigorously introduced to a
large number of disciplines, a stu-
dent would come to appreciate the
big picture of this trans-dcpartrncn-
[,11 education, the results of which
could prove to be a veritable intel-
lectual orgy. The possibilities arc
virtually limitless - Aging, Sex,
Money, Illness, lee, Baseball,
whatever the faculty and students
want to Ley,
Here's a rough outline of how it
would work:
• Divide the freshman class of
roughly 420 students into J 4 groups
of roughly 30 each.
o All fourteen groups will be
studying the same "topic." The first
semester would be dedicated to one
body of study (as traditional ornon-
traditional aspreferred). This intro-
duces the element of commonality
to the class's first ocaaemsc expe-
riences.
• One faculty member from each
of 14 departments will be assigned
10 teach one week to each group on
the relmion of their field to the sub-
ject matter. The professors wi II ro-
tate from group to group and over
the course of the 14-week semester
each group will have had each pro-
fessor for one week. To use the
During the COurseof this semes-
ter the college community has been
vigorously addressing the issue of
general education. Through stu-
dent-run hearings, Educational
Planning Comm iuee contact ses-
sions, and informal discussion, stu-
dents and professors have ex-
pressed a wide range of opinions
concerning the direction a new gen
ed plan should take in terms of its
overarching philosophy, rigor, em-
phasis on diversity, freedom of
curricular choices.and awhole host
of other issues.
The EPC subcommittee on gen-
era! education has-presented three
tentative plans for students to dis-
CllSS, critique, and return with sug-
gestions for improvements. These
proposals have fueled much quality
debate, and the committee has
promised to take these concerns
into account when it offers its pre-
liminary proposals to the faculty.
But if SGA 's hearings and contact
sessions arc any inc!ication, none of
these plans, even in with minor
tinkering, would bemet with enthu-
siasm by the student body.
We would like to offer a plan
which addresses the philosophical
issues that have been raised thus far
and practicaf ly opcrationalizcs
these philosophies using the full
scope of resources available to
Connecticut College. We would
also like to emphasize that this, like
the plans offered by the subcom-
mittec, is a malleable- albeit
highly detailed- program.
The purpose of general education
should be to ensure that students
have the opportunity to receive a
high quality education. Quite an
ambiguous phrase, we admit, but
nonetheless it seems to us the right
place 10 start.
A high quality education should
(at least) help students develop
strong independent critical think-
ing skills and arm them with a broad
enough base in the liberal arLSthat
they can adequately employ and
apply their developing crllIeal
thinking skills.
The first step toward achieving
this ambitious goal is to require
substantially more writing, espe-
cially freshman ycnf. Thcability 10
take a situation, assess it, craft a
position and argument regarding it,
and put it into acohesive paper is.a,n
integral aspcct of independcnt crlll-
cal thinking. And since swc!ents
enter Connecticut College with a
wide range of writing ability, we
need to give the less-skilled the
chance to work on morecqu<ll foot-
ing as soon as possible.
Step Two is to create more chal-
lenging courses. Freshman classes
inevitably set the tone for the rest of
the college career. More rigorous
standards for grades must be imple-
mented, howcvcr, if this (or any)
plan is going to work. Grade inna-
tion is detrimental to everyone, but
if it becomes the norm in the first
year it creates a system for both
professors and students where
minimal performance in classes
merits respectable grades simply
because that's the common prac-
tice. When students are introduced
to good grades only as a reward for
outstanding work they will adapt
their work habits accordingly. "In-
dependent critical thinking" and
figuring out how to get a B rarely
overlap. Taking a serious look at
our standards of excellence will be
the most essential pan of ensuring a
high quality education,
Commitment to diversity is the
third essential clement of this plan.
If students are going to be equipped
wi til a health y skeptic ism of narrow
viewpoints and cultural biases con-
cerning all aspects or education,
diversity should not be addressed
by an individual course require-
ment nor the allocation of resources
to creme centers of studies which
would theoretically address con-
cerns about diversity. If under-
standing a diversity of viewpoints
is important to understanding any
topic or discipline then multiple
viewpoints must be offered in every
class on every subject. This is nei-
ther diversity for diversity's nor
public relations' sake; it is diversity
because of a belief OWl an educated
person must have the understand-
ing that there are multiple positions
on and aspects of any given subject
and that one muslhave the ability to
critically approach each of those
aspects and positions. Independent
critical thinking demands the rec-
ognition that lhere is a variety of
viewpoints and is represented by
the ability to see issues from those
vie wpo ints. Th rt tis """"''''''''''''''''"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
integral to the suc-
cess of this plan.
The more we think
abollt the problems
with the current set-
up, we realize that
changing curricular
weakness is the most
important factor in
any new gen cd plan
-in fact, we believe
that any new plan not
addressing this prob-
lem would be lillie
more than a cosmetic
change 10 (I body in
need of thorough restructuring.
But we also realize there's more
tocrcating higher quality education
at Connccticut College than mak-
ing things tougher, requiring more
writing, and improving the diver-
sity of viewpoillls and subjcct mat-
ter in the classroom.
The breadth of diseiplines that
make lip the libeml arts can be the
strength of our gen cd plan. Instead
of trying to "huild bridges" by cre-
ating vague and thin tics betwecn
classes that have lillie in common
on the surface, we can create
courses thm incorporme and high-
light the often-hidden commonali-
ties between disciplines. Students
could study the literary, scientific,
When students are introduced
to good grades only as a
reward for outstanding work,
they will adapt their work
habits accordingly.
'Independent critical
thinking' and figuring out
how to get a B rarely overlap,
Vietnam example, a student from
one group could bc talking about
Professor Kirmmse's lecture on
f<Jcism among Amcrican GJ.s to
another student fresh from adisc~s-
sinn on Professor Vogel's cthlcs
presemation and a third having just
compared "Born on the Fourth of
July" and "Full Mood Jacket" with
Professor Jaffe. Eventually allthc
sludents will have spent a week
with all thc.'\e professors covering
the subject from their respective
disciplinc's perspective.
• The c1asscs will meet for an
hour and fifteen minutes a day, five
days a week. In addition, twO lWO-
hour required discussion group
meetings will be held with excep-
tiona I upperclassmen, chosen by
the faculty, two of whom will bc
assigned to eaeh "section" and who
will lead the IS-student subsection
discussions. The faculty member
dealing with that group that week
will attend and participate in one,
then the other's, discussion group
each week.
o Each professor will be required
LO issue at least one required and
graded assignment. The average of
these assignmen LS """"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''will be factored in
with the grade re-
ceived on a 20-2S
page paper to be
completed over
exam week cover-
ing the subject
studied during the
semester (or possi-
bly another of a
student's choice)
from a variety of
viewpoints.
• The only other
courses frcshmen
will take is a year ;;;;===================
of language study, regardless of ap-
titude. Language is the one ski II wc
can identify which we can foresee
being required and having such
overarching value (education 111
perspectives, tool for further uadi-
tiona\ and practical crcss-cuttcrat
education) \hat we be\ieve it must
be required and must be [ulfined
frcshl7lan year.
..In addition, the advising systetn
must be overhauled lO accommo-
date the changing nature oflhc aca-
demic experience. We want stu-
dents to ask lhemselves from lheir
first day on campus through their
last questions like: Why am I at
college? What should the college
experience be about? What is (1
valuable education and how do you
go about getting your money's
worth when attempting to expen~
ence one? With seniors joining in,
the :'Idvisorial groups should dis-
cuss these qucstions <lndothers dur-
ing OrienUltion 'Neck, at the en~1of
first semester, and al the end 01 the
second semester.
• Finally, we would restructure
second semester of the senior year.
Each department would berequired
10 institute some kind of major-
specific "culminating experience"
required for graduation. This piece
of work along with a 20-25 page
paper on <lny topic struclUred ex-
<Jcllyalong the Iincsofthe freshman
year papers would be required.
Those scniors servi ng asd iSClission
leaders for lhe freshmen could
work in place of their writing a
paper. . . .
If the first semc..<;;terinlerdlsclpll-
nary course counts for the equiva-
lent of twelve credits,lhe \;'lOguage
requirement for eight credits, and
the senior inrcrdisci plinary p:'lpcr as
four crcdiL~, this gcnefHl education
plan would require six classes
worth of work,lcavingmnplcroom
for experimentation, fulfillment of
This is neither diversity for
diversity's nor public relations'
sake; it is diversity because of a
belief that an educated person
must have the understanding
that there are multiple positions
on and aspects of any given
subject ...
dent down with excessive distribu-
tion requirements. This course
would hc\p open eyes to the impor-
tance or having a broad base in the
liberal arts and, perhaps most un-
portanttv, it would allow them to
make their iudgments i.n that vatuc
in \he\f own wa'J ... throug\\ \ndc-
pendent critical thinki.ng.
The ........-..>'nk" •• 4JJ FsJJ 1778,07l'y 1'<7 ¥he
fllCultY~"lndit wiJlTequircHddiiJonNI
compensmion ta implement u ptnn
which not only asks for the creation
of 1.1 new course involving fourteen
professors every yeHr bill ,wllid~
req tl j res.a comprehcnsi ve rev ICW of
every COllrse in me curriculum to
introduce more rigor and can form it
to the high standards or divcrsity
and challenge we as students need
and deserve.
The benefits of this proposal go
beyond those implicit in a ~I~ange
to\\':.mls an emphasis on wnllng, a
respect for diverse viewpoinls, .:.md
tougher classes. This plan capItal-
izes on the slrengths of i.I small
college by interweaving many de-
partments into one course, g!ving
first-ye:.lrstudentsa common, InteI-
leclual base for out-or-cl:.lss learn-
ing, and having studenL<;;accounl-
able for what they should be leam-
i~. .
The proposal is far from set 10
stOlle. It represents a radical change
from the current plan :.mdwill obvi-
ously require a major commitment
from both faculty ('md studcnt') to
configure it into functionality. In-
put from allareasofthecommunity
is essential, but if we can agree to
the principlcs oullined above,
hopefully wecan make thisa work-
ing blueprint for the flew gell <Xl
plan.
Jeffrey Herm:lII
and
Gerard Choucrlllln
Class IIf 1993
Correction: .
The proposal by Chad Marlow, house senator of Wrigh,l. to ~nd.a leller a~kmg
Studenl Life to clarify its housing lotlery procedures failed. ( ThiS Week m
SGAssembly, The College Voice. March 1, 1993)
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Members of the Second Step
Players addressed the subject of
mental illness through a humorous
medium in a program put on by
former mental health patients on
Wednesday.
Second Step Players act out
life in a psychiatric hospital
by Shctoham Payne
The College Voice
On Wednesday, students sang,
chanted and played along with a
group of formerly mentally ill
people, otherwise known as the
Second Step Players, a comedy and
theatre troupe comprised of former
psychiatric hospital patients.
Second Step's precursor, First
Step, was a band of people recently
released from Norwich Hospital.
Ranna Kci\dircctcd the group. Kei.\
became involved with Second Step
after her tenure at Firsl Step.
Kcil began the performance by
getting the audience involved in
singing the Gene Kelly classic
"Singing in the Rain," and acting
out the song with child-like move-
ments. This produced laughter
from the audience and grabbed
their attention.
The first act of the program in-
volved a woman dressed in an army
uniform whose stage name was
Josephine "Ki\lcr" McCarthy. She
played a staff member of a merna!
bospual and talked to the audience
as if they were newly hired staff at
the hospital,
McCarthy told the audience the
top eight ways to get fired. The list
was selling keys LO supply rooms,
charging admission to see the pa-
tients, expressing any true feel ings,
wearing an 'I just work here' but-
ton, mooning the patients. getting
caught striking a patient, imperson-
ating a person with a multiple per-
sonality disorder and using shock
therapy equipment to jump-start a
car.
Kei\ then carne back out am\
talked about the [our groups in the
recovery of a men wIly ill patient.
The first was the consumer of the
mental health services (or the pa-
tient), the providers (or the staff)
the family members of the patient
and the community members. All
four "need to be involved for any
kind of recovery to take place," said
Kei\.
The Players acted out all four
people. They used a pillar to rcprc-
sent a community member. The
players snidpcoplc need to offer
help; address myths associated
with mentally ill patients; acknowl-
edge if uiere is any menial illness in
the family; teach children about
mental illness and address the in-
visible line between the mentally ill
patients and people who are consid-
ered normal by society.
The staff person wore a hat, sun-
glasses and a long coat. He was
represented as a can man in the skit.
He asked people if they wanted
residential supplies or medication
because he had keys for every sup-
ply and kind of medicine. Regard-
less of what was requested, the staff
person could supply it.
The actor who played the con-
sumer carried a bag t.hat said
'SCHIZO "R" US.' She said that
she was interested in a psychiatric
hospital that had a case manger who
"did not drive like he was playing
Pac man," recent magazines, tree
coffee and nice wallpaper. She also
wanted the people at the hospital to
need as much mental health care as
she did.
"Find the part of yourself that's
mentally ill," said Keil as she began
the second half of the program. Keil
said everyone goes through clinical
depression, paranoia and countless
other types of mental illnesses dur-
Dorm Percent Change
1. Windham -29.43
2. Freeman -29.04
3. 130Mohegan -24.52
4. Marshall -23.30
5. Wright -14.80
6. Smith/Burdick -11.37
7. Lambdin -10.89
8. Lazrus -10.71
9. ~rk -1~~
10. Blackstone 9.85
11. Unity 9.41
12. Harkness 9.24
13. JA 8.59
14. Plant 8.33
15. Morrison - 7.20
16. Larrabee 6.76
17. Branford 6.21
18. Hamilton 5.33
19. Knowlton 4.10
20. KB +12.19
21. North Collage +23.85
22. Abbey +107.32
Pr-ize for Windham: $50 and a tree
Prize for Freeman: Encrgy-ctf'lclcnt lightbulbs
\ Award ceremony with Northeast Utilities on March 11 at 4 pill in
'-" ..II......II.."11..2~Ol~·IA.I.'lwl".c~m~nle!.~~ .... Ii~..
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ing puberty.
She then donned a costume and a
mask anclthe other players came on
stage similarly clad. The player
who did most of the talking was
dressed up with a feather in a
headband. Her name was Donna.
While drum beats resonated in
the background, she told a story
about how a long time ago people in
a place caucc America grew afraid-
of diversity and worshipped one
god: control. These Americans
valued discipline and conformity.
The group of people who were
different were put into a cave called
mental illness. Then the Americans
brought to bear the most powerful
weapon that they had, words like
"fruit cake," "schizo," "weirdo,"
and "psycho," which facilitated the
ostracization of these people.
The players began to dance
wildly and scream as the drumbeats
increased to illustrate the stereo-
type with which society had labeled
them.
Donna said, "A 11 people have
been in the cave of mental illness
surrounded by words of a fright-
ened society."
Donna told the audience to re-
spond with "we do" to every state-
ment that she was about to make.
She asked, "Who decides what we
want? Who decides what. we do?
Who decides what and when wc
take medication? [Andl when we
can recover?"
The players then gave a brief
history about themselves. They
have mental illnesses like manic
depression and obsessive compul-
sive disorder.
When asked about her opinion of
a psychiatric hospital one player's
response from a player was, "it's
not evil; it's not great, but [it's]
vastly complicated."
Another player said that once
they were diagnosed or labeled,
they lost their self-esteem. He said
that he had "to learn to use labeling
as a tool; it should serve me, not me
serve it."
Think twice
and save 20 percent
k~~
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Northwestern University Summer Session '93
Think or swim.
Our multicourse registration discount saves
you 20 percent on two courses, 25 percent
on three or more.
CaJll-800·FINDS NU (in illinois, ca11708l49tAlI4)
or mail this coupon.
I'm thinking. Send me a free copy of the Summer
Session '93 catalog with financial aid and registration
information (available in March).
Please send the catalog to 0 my home 0 my school.
Summer Session, 2003 Sheridan Road
Evanston, Illinois 60208·2650
Name
. ,
"
School Address
City Stale Zip
Horne Address
City State Zip
xonhwesem I,;lliversity is an equal oppol1unily educator arid employer.
,
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J ustas everyone has a least favor- t.;;;
ite color of lifesaver, jellybean or ]4
m&m, students have least favorite :: ~;
trays at Harris. Why are the brown ~
trays avoided like the plague? ~
According to MaLL Fay, direcLOT ~
of dining services, "It's not because
they're brown, it's because they're Students are often wary or the brown trays in the Harris Rerector"'y"'.==~
worn. They have a different finish. star' p.~at~.~hich .searching for is take a brown tray.
I think they're older. We're going taboo. Gibian esumaics that there One student Celeste G ld
to phase them out LOut de suite. arcual t "of h • OU •
They're on their last semester." . mos two 0 t estar.plates, could not understand the fuss, and
which appear La be a Harns phe- said, "It's really not the tray, it's
Fay said, "We gave some away a nomenon. what's on it that matters"
few years ago to someone who Harris is the only dining hall that Other students, however take the
wanted trays to put house plants has a variety of.differently colored debate very seriously. Sop'homore
on." He believes students choose t f h h hrays rom w 1C to c oose. All Eric Streck said, "I think the brown
yellow or white trays first, then othe d h II hr mmg a s ave maroon trays are symbolic of a higher crisis
blue. If those colors aren't avail- t Thra~s. es~ maroon tr~ys have at Connecticut College. It's like
able, students will pick agreen tray. their own quirks. About mnety per- growth through substitution."
Rarely are the brown trays used. cent.of them have what appears to Senior Thea Yedinsky, a true
Andrew Gibian. Harris connois- be b b. ctgarette urns on t em: Harris vcLenJn. said, "I'm not tl
seur, said, "One of the reasons why Allhough some students seem to brown fray man mysc/r. but lIwre
people ohen refrain from using the instinctively Hvoid rhe brown trays, are people who prefer brown [mys.
brown trays is their excessive others must be taught. Nigel In this P.e. worlel, one should be
weight. If someone goes to Harris Mendez, a student advisor, said, "I allowed 1O have their brown trays."
and wanlS to have a big meal, the don't know why no one lakes them, Meg Sheehan '92, still thinks
combination of multiple plates and but I told my aclvisees if they about the trays. "Call me cmiy, but
heavy trays creates a unpleasant wanled to beconl theycouldn '.t Lake I want to make sure that Idon't IHive
strain on the arms." brown trays." remnents of last night's dinner on
"It's acceptable to browse During leadership training last my tray. That's why I choose Ihe
through the trays in order to avoid August, Mendez and other Student lighter color tmys," she said.
the brown tray," added Gibian. Advisors put on a skit about an Another senior, Atlantic Page,
"This is dissimilar to the 'lucky unlucky freshman who happened ta said, "I'll cat off of any thing but theI1ir~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~==~~~=~~!!!!!!!!~:Jbrown trays." Docs that include
Harris wbles'!
Diners use
caution in
selection
of trays
Avoiding brown
trays is par for
the course when
dining in Harris
Elise Allen turns
murder into a
profitable business
hy Susan Feuer
Features Editor
kinks out of her production sched-
ule. "Ideal! y, I get the final list [of
guests] ten days before the event,
giving mc thrce days to write the
character descriptions. Then
people can pick up their charac-
ters anytime the week before. In
practice, I'm still typing out Loua
Press. This is the first one I've
done professionally ... there's
been a lot of miscommunication
and people signing up at the last
minute." (As if to prove her point,
the phone rings. It's 1.1main char-
acter calling to canccl.) "This is
nota problem," Allen said, rifling
through her notebook, in search of
i.l new suspect. She continued
"This is very much a first party:
but you won't be able to tell that at
the event.'
Allen said word of mouth is
"doing wonders" for Murder Inc.
After the murder of Carrie Uhn is
rinally laid to rest. Allen has 25
character mystery to create for
Bullfrogs, a nightclub in Niantic
on March 26. The project she is
most excited about, however, is
the project she is working on to
raise awareness (Of SiDS Red-
nose DOl)'. A\\cn and eight friem.\<:>
arc go\ng to be act'mg lor c\gh\.am.\
H h:JJf hours on a lmjn running
rrt:un ~LI.$h/ngroT7IO' OO....lon. 7'/71:'"
li,ne II rurc tlnd VElluElbleurtifi,ct
has been purloined: Bozo the
Clown's. nose has been stolen
from Lhe SmitlJsonian.
Allen described hcr work as,
"Weird, convoluted, wild,
weird, whacky SlUff. ll's fun."
However, she would not recom-
mend il to anyone who is not a
second semester senior. "The only
problem I'm having is trying to
have a college education i.Il the
same time."
by Yvonne wetktns
M:maging Edtror
Some campus entrepreneurs
peddle Snapplc and Smart food
?Lhers have turned a profit deliver:
Ing newspapers or returning videos.
Senior Elise Allen makes her living
selling murder.
Allen, who wrote and facilitated
last semester's "One Woman and a
Motive," is the owner of Murder
Inc., a new business which will for
a fee, design a murder party for 'you
and a few ... friends. Your personal
homicide package will include tile
rules of the game, a whole cast of
characters, complete with histories
and motives, and, of course, a suit-
ably" grisly murder. As an added
bonus, one or more of your es-
teemed guests will be leaving the
party early - in a body bag.
Her latest venture and first pro-
fessional booking is a spoof on
Connecticut College done for the
Connecticut College Alumni Asso-
ciation. Professor of philosophy
Carrie Uhn has been found horribly
squashed by her bronzed oow\ing
bowl (testimony to a brief but gjo-
rtcus stint on Laverne and Shirley),
and the hSl of suspects \nc\m.\es
LoUt! Pre,>s.presidenl of the col-
lege. Lee Ayzon. c:tircctorOrpubNc
rc1mions, and Nadtl Cloo, the /a-
crosse coach.
What mi:lkes her panics work,
according (0 AI/en, <Irethe f<lci/iw-
lOrs, who keep the murders running
smoothly, by giving everyone with
a motive plenLy of opportunity to
commil a crime. "You h1.1Veto be
rcally crafty to figure il all out," said
Allen. The winner of One Woman
and a Motive only got half of the
nnswers right.
Allen says she is still working the
I
J
f
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
INTERNATIONAL PRCX;RAMS Rivkin discusses "the art of making
virgins in James' Awkward Age"
both to James' own period of inse- Professor Rivkin also ,-lddressed
curity during his adolesCellCe1.ln,lto thecontf<l'! ictions Nanda faces. For
that of the protagonisl, se\'entcen- example, virginity is a "receptive
year-old Nand1.l. blankness" which is all absence of
Nanda slrugglcs willl the social experience. Unronunmc1y,a virgin
and sexual rcgul1.llions that England cannot gain experience withollt
plnced on teenagers in the 1890's. adequme fOlln<!;:ltioll- which soci-
Wh'ile France and America both eLy prohibits her from obtaining.
had distinct wnys of handling the Nanda has to face the f<lct that as a
transition from girl to ITInrried virgin, she is (in Rivkin's words),
woman, fcmale adolescents in En4 "an envelope. waiting to be ripped
gland had no ide.1 how to survive open" ami that she, like all other
the volatilepcriod betwccn virginal virgins (though not (IS "delibcr4
girl and safely married matron. atel)''' as Aggie) has becn prcpared
The novel concenlnlleSOn Nanda for "consumplion" by men.
and her feelings and thoughts on This theme, it so happens, is not
being"stuck" in this awkward sUlgc only a lecture topic, but also the
of her Ii fe. Rivkin's lccture empha· subjecl of the final chapter in a book
sizcd thc contrast betwccn Nunda on Henry James that the profcssoris
and Liltle Aggic, the novel's currently trying to finish. Accord-
"proper virgin,". who was com- ing to Rivkin, Lhclecture was a way
pletcly contcnt with her sUituS. for her to hcnrher words aloud, and
Alsocxamincd in the lecture was to get somc fcodback on whal she
Henry James' idea ofthc virgin as a has wrilten, and also a W.1Y to keep
"bl<lnk p;.lge," and how Nanda and the Connecticut College commu-
Liltle Aggie match (ardon 'tmatch). nily informed on whi.1lthe faculty is
lhis description. up to.
hy I)j;mc Mcycrs
The Collcgc Voit'c
If you were not one of the thirty-
some-odd people who alt'Cnded the
March 2 lecture litled "Making
Virgins: The Production nnd Con4
sumption of Innocence in Henry
James' The Awkward Age,". you
missed out on onc of the intense
intellectual experiences that life
here at Connecticut College is sup-
posed to be all about.
Delivered hy Julie Rivkin, asso-
ciate professor of English, the lec-
lUre cxpanded on her theory thm
"virgins are not born. but made."
Rivkin chosc James' 1899 novel
The Awkward Age to illustrate this
theory.
Not haviog read The Awkward
Age,! wasa bit lost when the lecture
began. Professor Rivkin, however,
cleared up my confusion (and
countless others') with a brief
summary of the novel.
The title "Awkward Age" refers
~i
i i • ~
1
Our Washington
Internship Program
offers full-time
internships for a full
semester of credit
• Politics majors in Congressional Offices
• Business majors at the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce
• Art History majors at the Phillips Collection
• Prelaw students with the D,C. Corporation
Counsel
• Journalism majors at Fox TV5
Fall, Spring ,.and Su!"mer
Opportunities Avatlable
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MOBROC moves
to Cummings?
Bands may be set adrift in search of
permanent practice space - again
Zahler was active in moving
MOB ROC practices out of_
Cummings. Initially when·g
MOBROC was only tWOor three ~
bands. he suid, practice in.2
Cummings was not a problem, but ~
now with MOBROC consisting of 'jl
morc bands. space and noise are ~
problems. ~ 1""-;;;;;;"
Clare O'Dea, president of ~
MOBROC, said "Its a question of '""sound levels and disturbing]
classes." ~
Said Zahler, "Dana Hall has the
acoustical ratings of a shopping
mart ... lfyouputa band in there the
whole building will vibrate."
"MOBROC has been placed on
the shoulders of the music depart-
ment," said Zahler.
Zahler said MOBROC has noth-
ing to do with the music
department's "academic mission"
because they are extracurricular
and added that the music depart-
ment hardly has enough space for
their own classes and ensembles.
Said Zahler, "We're not willing
to give up that space for an extra-
curricular activity."
The members of MOBROCha,c
no prob\em with moving back into
Cummings as the PPBC has sug-
gested, but they believe they have
the right to a permanent practice
area.
O'Dea said, "If we move back
into Cumm ings and they can
soundproof the room, it would be
an ideal situation."
b) Jcnnifcr LeYan
~C\\S Editor
Members of Musicians Orga-
nized for Band Rights on Campus
may be tinding themselves adrift in
search of adequate practice space
yet again as budget cuts may leave
them bereft of their trailers and
Cummings turns the cold shoulder.
A suggestion has been put for-
ward by the Priorities Planning and
Budget Comm iuec to save the costs
of maintaining trailers for bands to
practice in by moving MOBROC
back to Cummings Arts Center.
At a PPBC open meeting
Wednesday night, junior Chris
McDaniel brought up the issue of
moving MOBROC back to
Cummings and stressed that there
is no space on campus set aside for
student bands.
Last year MOBROC held prac-
tices in Cummings Arts Center un-
til they were moved into Nichols
House basement because profes-
sors in the music department ob-
jected to the noise and commotion
generated by MOBROC practices.
Since then, MOBROC has faced
damaged equipment because of a
flood in Nichols basemenc,and
now in ordcr to save up to $7,000 in
the cost of trailers and electricity,
the PPBC has suggested that
MOB ROC move back to
Cummings.
Noel Zahler, associate professor
of music, said "It won't happen."
<I Ii
Because of a compromise reached last year when bands were practicing in the flooding basement or Nichols
House, MOnROe bands currently practice in these trailers in south lot.
us more seriously."
Bridget Baird, chair of PPBC,
said "We pay a fair amount of
money for the trailers," but added
that PPBC will not ignore the prob-
lem MOBROC has finding practice
space.
Said Baird, "If [moving
MOBROC back to Cummings]
gets recommended, the question is
if there's a way to accommodate
everyone."
Co1tecn Shanley. SGA president
ancl PPBC member, said
"[MOB ROC] is something that is
needed here on campus."
. "We're well aware that it is a
touchy issue:' said Baird.
ldelson, O'Dea, and McLean
said many freshmen are not satis-
fied with the accommodation of
student bands on campus and are
saying that they will not stay at
Conn if the situation gets worse.
Said !delson, "The course cata-
log should say, 'If you want 10 be in
a band, don't come."
Idelson said when MOB ROC
was formed in 1989-90, " ... there
was never a formal 'this is where
you are. ,n
O'Dea said that although the ad-
ministration has promised
MOBROC space, she is wary.
"We'll believe it when we see it,"
said O'Dea.
Arts Center, but did not know if
Gaudiani approved the temporary
move,
Said Hoffman, "The information
is there and it will be available to
rent for a short time."
McLean said that last semester
MOBROC met with William
Niering, then acting president of
the college, Hampton, and Bill
Peabody, manager of maintenance,
and they decided that the only solu-
tion toMOB ROC' s problem would
be to provide a space in an existing
structure like the College Center.
McLean said Niering suggested
moving the old squash court build-
ing across the street to create a sub-
terranean room which would con-
tain the noise and provide storage
space for equipment over the sum-
mer.
According to MOBROC, no de-
velopments making space in an ex- -
isting structure have been made,
and as of now practices remain in
the trailers.
Zahler said theeollege should not
have to bear the burden of
MOBROC, which is an extracur-
ricular club and "the fee [to reno-
vate another building] should come
out of student funds."
Idclson said, "For the size of the
budget SGA gives us [$1800], you
would think the school would take
Mattldelson, formerpresidentof
MOBROC, said, "Perhaps they
won't soundproof it, and Professor
Zahler will have to deal."
O'Dea said another alternative
MOBROC has would be to tempo-
rarily move their practices to the
Garde Arts Center in New London.
According to O'Dea, Idelson, and
Mall McLean, MOBROC trea-
surer; Claire Gaudiani, president of
the college, Robert Hampton, dean
of the college, and Mark Hoffman,
coordinator of student activities,
approved of !.his solution.
Jdclson said Lynn Brooks, vice
president for Finance, was the only
administrator opposed to this
move.
Said Idelson, "Lynn Brooks
doesn't think that this type of musi-
cian should be allocated funds."
Lynn Brooks, vice president for
Finance, said that he has not talked
to anyone from MOBROC since he
allocated funds for the trailers last
year.
Brooks said that he alone could
not decide whether or not to grant
MOBROC funding for practice
space at the GardeArts Center.
Said Brooks, "It wasn't a ques-
tion of allocating funds ... it's really
a question of finding a solution."
Hoffman said he went with
O'Dea and Mclean to the Garde
SGA Executive Boa.rd
and Young Alumni Trustee
Tuesday, March 9
10:15 p.m.
in Blaustein 201
Si9nup~ at Studcznl: LiFcz From
march 29 - qpril 2 To all of you (and we hope you will be banging down our door), who areplanning to apply for Senior Staff Positions with The College Voice:
Call Adam x3436 with
any questions
All applications are due
Tuesday by 5 p.m. to Box 5351
L J
'lrlJnre <ClllmnJreD llIhellllJ'llll (§Illw) 0 0 0
U It's kind of sad tha! I know /Jflrliamentary procedure less than
anyone else here."
_ Jim Walker, SGA Parliamentarian
" ... Claire Gaudiani, presidcbt of the college.
_ Typo caught by editors of The College Voice at2 a.rn, Monday
morning before paste- up
Call Sarah at x4111 or Becca at x4280 with any questions
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some employees have reacted
negatively.
. "I can understand the personal
Impact, bill I would respond by
saying: If you look at the options
othe~ e.mploycrs arc adopting. such
~s raising deductibles or not offer-
mg coverage at all, I think the
college's program seems very fair"
she said. '
Said Evans-Hunter, "The alter-
natives could have been no health
care, raising the deductibles to
$1000, capping off what we would
reimburse for certain expenditures,
or lay-offs."
The college estimates the in-
creased contributions will save
$75,000 this fiscal year, which end
June 30, and $200,000 annually.
By pro-rating dependent cover-
age according to salary .said Evans-
Hunter, the college is attempting to
make the rate increase fair and limit
the financial strain on employees.
"We tried La be as fair and equi-
table as we thought we could be.
We couldn't do it any one way and
make everybody happy," said
Evans-Hunter.
"I think the employees think
we're being arbitrary about this'
that's just not the case. We diet
extc.nsi vc surveys or other colleges,
not just local businesses," she said.
A survey conducted by the col-
lege of five peer institutions re-
vealed employee contribution per-
PepperVni and Mw;broom·
Faculty Promotions
ccntagcs that are much higher than
at Connecticut College. At other
schools, employees contributed 15
to 30 percent for themselves and up
to 63 percent for their dependents at
the other schools.
Prior to implementation of the
new rates, college employees con-
tributed from zero to 9.7 percent to
their health care coverage.
Bernard Murstcin, professor of
psychology, expressed his opposi-
lion to the salary pro-rating system.
"It violates the principle that you
shouldn't be taxed again and again;
why should I have to subsidize an-
oth~r person when I'm already
paying taxes?" said Murstein.
Attilio Regolo, manager of the
Oasis a~d Bar, said the pro-rating
system IS too narrow.
"They should ask the people
making more money to pay a littlc
more and lower the rate for those
people who make less," he said.
.While the percent employees
contribute to their health care plan
is likely to stay the same for the time
being, Evans-Hunter said it is al-
most certain the college will changc
to a new insurer on July 1.
"We have put out to hid for a new
carrier, and I can virtually guaran-
tee we won't stick with this plan. If
we can get comparable care from
another provider for less moncv
h ' 't cn we rc going to change," said
Evans-Hunter.
j
Promoted from associate to full
professor
UlID@IlDDfijj 1lilil@1lUil1ID@~
Kenneth Bleeth
Michael Burlingame
Dirk Held
Timothy McDowell
Michael Monee
Spencer Pack
Margaret Sheriden
<Ql@[pJ©~~IlUil@llilfi
English
History
Classics
Art
Physics
Economics
Child Development
Promoted from assistant
to associate professor
U©@IlDO~W 1ffiil@1ffiil\'Q)@~
John Anthony
Ursula Love
Introducing the most affordable color Macintosh' sys- while still fitting within your budget. See this new system
tern ever. The new Macintosh Color Classic' computer gives today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where yOU'll get spe-
you a sharp, bright Sony 'llinitron display, built-in audio, file cia! student pricing, as well as service during college And
sharing, networking and more. And the new, compact Apple' discover the power of Macintosh. The power more .'
StyleWriter" II printer delivers stunning, laser-quality output college students choose. The power to be your best'
For further information contact Kate Brown, Ext. 2090
The Campus Computer Store - Lower Level Hamilton Hall
\
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PPBC meeting draws
sizable student turnout
by Jennifer Levan
fcws gdttcr
Over 50 students turned out 1O
debate the prospects of closing a
dining hall, charging fees for
parking privileges. and other cuts
and changes which may need 10 be
made 10 follow through with budget
restructuring effons which must
cap ai lcasr onc million dollarsar an
open Priorities Planning and Bud-
get Committee meeting on
Wednesday.
Jcff Berman, PPBC member,
pointed out that, although the
PPBC will present lists of recom-
mendations for budgetary mea-
sures to Claire Gaudiani, president
of the college, he reminded both
students and faculty thal"[PPBC's]
recommendations are just thai -
recommendations. "
Sophomore Austin Jenkins
asked the PPBC what would result
if enough recommendations do not
go through and the college cannot
meet the goal of saving $1 million
for the 1993-94 budget year.
Bridget Baird, chair of the PPBC
and chair of the 'mathematics de-
partmcnt, said "OUf wish is not to
have to cut our departments as we
have in the past ... where we might
not have to hit amillion on the nose,
we have to gel ~pthere."
However, Baird did say "there
will be cuts."
Colleen Shan ley, SGApresident,
said, "There is no way to avoid the
ugliness of the word 'cut,' hut it's
only part of the picture."
Jeff Berman, a student member
of PPBC, called aucnuon to the
suggestion that a dining hall be
closed to cut costs.
Rayanne Chambers, PPBC
member and associate treasurer of
finance, said that closing Hood
Faculty Dining Room andcliminat·
ing catering were options that are
currently on the table.
Chambers also said student din-
ing haUs may close for just dinner
ramer than close permanently.
Said Chambers, "There is a pos-
sibility of taking a dining hall off
the line, or else changing dinner
service."
Colleen Shanley, SGA presiden~
said "There has been talk about
leaving thedeli in Harris because it
is less expensive," and asked if
students bclievcdhaving the deli in
KB is ,;In essential pmt of the
college's culture and community.
Many students expressed the
belief that having the deli in Harris
is more convenient.
The suggestion of closing
Harknesssmall dining room, which
only serves two mC4:1lsi.l d~lY,was
also discussed.
Berman said a problem would
arise because the specinl mmo-
sphere of a small dining hall would
be lost if Harknc.c;;sclosed com-
pletely.
Bcrm<ln(llso pointed outthm the
PPBC was just diSCLIssingrestruc-
turing dining services, and was not
considering the specific dining
procedures laid out by faculty 80 percent for the future.
members in 1983. These rules are Chambers listed a number of
listed in the Information For Fac- justifications for this increase. She
The restructuring of the college ulty handbook. noted the fact that residents do not
budget has invited the opportunity Chambers said Internal Revenue have to pay property taxes and that·,·
to reevaluate faculty and staff Service standards require that the extra income allows lor more
housing, one of the college's more renters pay annually at least five deferred maintenance money and
unique institutions. percent of the: units market value. "an appropriate overhead for ad"
"'One of the proposed «revenue Otherwise,lhedif[crc~ce is paid up ~ ministraung the program." .I'.
enhancement" ideas lisled on the in annual taxes -.Currently, Cham- - The college,. Chambers said,
Priorities, Planning, and Budget bers said, only five renters arc not "has not been in the mood for buy-
Committee's list of restructuring paying the required rent. ing" new units, and nixed.ibc idea
suggestions is to "modify rental Chambers said every ten years of selling some of the homes be- .
charges for college housing," with the homes are reevaluated and then cause of the depressed real estate
a savings pricetag of $12,500. updated every three years. The market.
Rayanne Chambers, associate PPBC's plan calls for a reevalua- The housing program serves a
treasurer of finance and a member tion of the market value of the number of purposes. including al-
of the PPBC, said that amount homes and an increase in the rent lowingstaffmembctswhonccdto
would be the increased revenue for paid by the staff member. remain close 10 campus, such as
the upcoming fiscal year, and fu- According to Chambers, the student life slllffers, appropriate
ture revenue muy be even greater. college is only receiving 55 to 60 housing and as an added bcneritfor
According to Marisa Farina. sc· perccnt of the market value from junior faculty, who need a transi-
nior class president and PPBC therenters.PPBCisaimingtoraise lion home before settling in the
member, there arc currently 76 thm level to seventy percent for area.
units used for faculty housing'. next year, and Chambers said the The IFF scts outa priority IislOf
Housing is meted out according to college has seta benchmark rate of housing benefactors, who are
~."'_..::"::::"":;;::"::.:.:":::":; :"~:;~",.=", :}:": ~:":i."#".:I~:."t:~"%"~;~===}:;".;:;::".;:;~"~::::"::::';":.:.;"".)".:-:'".".====.;::.;".::::"~:<:"';;;""'==""';;""::::"::;:"" ..::::~".:-:..".-".:".. ...". ";:;;~":;:~;~"t~"~?;"~t"t~:"~~=",. separated into n·jne catcgo ries. The
categories separate faculty and
staff into a pecking ordcr depend-
ing on their rank at the college and
tenure status,
Chambers said thm rcgular staff
members arc not exempt from col-
lege housing, but said because of
the limited space and lhc number
of requests, "We seldom get to that
leve!."
Farina added that there are a
varictyoftime limits that vary with
the tcnant's status. For example,
no timc limit is placc<lon admin-
istnnors who nCc<1to be close lO
campus, while a tcn year limit is
placed on members of the faculty
who were not at Connecticut Col-
lege prior La 1983.
Once faculty become tenured,
however, they arc under a three
year time limit.
Ch'lmbers stressed the unique-
ness of the program, saying "not
m'lny colleges have lhe housing
available for junior faculLycom illg
from afar. Il's just one 01" the things
we C~lI1offer."
._ RobIn Swimmer, SGA yice president, sponsor'Cd a,prqpQi""1tq fatiry;t~~,~~1~ql!Jti9~'Or:E;
~ STAR.R., StudclltsA'dyocating Reproductive Right:, T~CpiifpOscofthC cmg;vbul(f~!Z',(l;
Q) C<!uC'ltethe eollegccol11mullll y about reproduClive c.horcesand and cauil yze}elr:\>~pl()"tU@i;:I;t;;;
halls which would be closed yet
Said Berman, "The discussion is
not which one __. but it sounds like
there is ageneral consensus on clos-
ing a dining hall."
Another issue was charging stu-
dents and faculty annually lO park.
their cars on campus.
Said Berman, "Here's an in-.~
stance where you can apply a user ~
fee to something that can beconsid- ]
ered a luxury." ~
Shanley asked ifanyone knew of 'g
other schools that do not charge for ~
parking on campus, and there was a ~
general consensus that most other ~
schools do charge. {jo
Baird said that the suggested]
annual fee would be $25. .5l
Sophomore John Turer pointed
out that faculty have to drive to the
college,soa fee levied on them may
be unfair.
"Why charge faculty, don't they
basically have todrive here?" asked
Turer.
PPBC members said eliminating
faculty and staff'Jrorn being subject
to the fees would significantly de-
crease the revenue, estimated by
the PPBC to be 537,500.
Choucroun suggested that for
students who have off campus jobs
there could be different prices set
for parking privileges.
Another student suggested dif-
ferenl prices for different parking
spaces so there would be the oppor-
tunity to purchase better parking.
However, some students op-
posed this suggestion because they
believe upperclassmen have wailed
for their right to park on campus.
Others noted that it would be
unfair to have choice park.ing
spaces available only to those stu-
dents wealthy enough to afford il.
The recommendations for re-
strucwring the budget will be voted
on by faculty and Gaudiani. during
the next two weeks.
The college is considering modifying rental charges on college housing,
PPBC calls for reevaluation of
rental fees for college housing
by Jon Finnlmore
The College Voice
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budget cut
ideas
Continued/romp. 1
teaching load was also questioned.
This restructuring item would al-
low professors to teach 3:3 if they
desired, rather than concentrate on
research. This would save an esti-
mated $60,000 a year.
Sophomorc Noel Sloboda said
one of the most distinctive things
about this college is that "faculty
does research."
"Diminishing the atmosphere [of
research] would be poor for the
institution as a whole." he said.
The revision of students' fees,
although a substantial money saver,
met with criticism."We don't want
to nickel and dime the students to
death," said Baird. "We would
rather just raise the tuition."
Proposed fee changes include
money paid for transcript requests,
parking privileges, and teacher cer-
tification.
Robert Hampton, dean of the col-
lege, said, "I wouldn't want fee
impositions ... to limit-our stu-
dents' applications to grad school
or study abroad programs."
Lynn Brooks, vice president for
finance, suggested that cULSin Din-
ing Scrvices.Hke eliminaung Hood
Faculty Dining Room or another
dining hall, could be effective.
"Closing.Hood would be a tre-
mendous savings," agreed Baird.
Ernest Schlesinger, professor of
mathematics. voiced concern about
the largest budget-saving sugges-
tion, the implementation of an
HMO option for health care.
Although an estimated $ 250,000
a year could be saved, Schlesinger
said it would "have a significant
impact on employees," by adding
pressure to tight employee budgets.
Jerry Winter, chair of the sociol-
ogy department, exprcssed concern
thalthis suggestion has been slated
for ·immediatc adoption. "Health
care is a decision which has been
taken out of our hands," he said.
In the past, unrestricted funds
were used to help balance the bud-
get. According to Brooks, twO
ye.ars ago the Board of Trustees
disallowed counting these funds
into the budget, said Brooks.
Brooks said the Board mandatcd
all unrestricted bequcsts over
$250,000 go to the endowment.
Now, said Brooks, any balanced
budget now uscs only expccted in-
come and can not count on windfall
gain."[It's] not a card we've been
dealt to play with," said Baird.
Said Brooks, "If we were ablc to
get all of these [proposed] savings,
next year, [we] would be able to
restore some of the cuts."
The PPBC will their suggestions
lo Claire Gaudiani, president of lhe
college, who will make the final
decision.
Editor's Note:
Given the importance of these issue.f, this
edition contains mulliple articles, incliuJing
examifUltions into specific suggestions. See
other news pages for more delaik
1992-1993 Budget
Breakdowns
Department/Program
Anthropoloqy
Art
Art History
Asian Studies
Bioloqy
Botany
Zool09Y
Chemistry
Child Development
Chinese
Classics
College Courses
Computer Science
Dance
Economics
Education
Enqlish
Film Studies
French/Italian
German
Government
Hispanic Studies
History
Human Ecol09Y
J4panese .
Latin.
Mathematics
Music
Medieval Studies
..••Philosophy
-Physics
Psycholoqy ,.•••••
Re.ligious.StucheS:':'.: ...
Socioloqy ':t .,.
Spanish' :<.....
Th~ater,':\;>:~:, .}~\}:.(:' .
.Wom·en's:Stti·dies'::::;>,:', '.' ..
Cbr;2:eii1t'·A'mi3i{s'fri~r:;r,
Campus Safety
Physical Plant··
•~ g~~:~o:~:,~;i~~~t
'" Student Life'''''
~ Chaplaincy ,.:x:}',::;:., .~:,.::.
~. ~r~~;men F~~:~"":/
~L~~ens~~~~~?s ~~~t;Io~':
.1~:~;~~~f~lbi.i;lL
:;:~~ ·,c;o~pute~,·ce:Ht~r§···
.~,.,.···~'~i~~jiJ~~~tl·····
.. .Athleficspepartmentr Int[rrl'lary .' ' ..
:~:::- .:.';'~-vn$elin~rSer:vices.s ArbOretum .,
~ .Conferences &.Schedulin9
's;. Eveiywomyn's Center
..;~ .Wrj~ihg Center
Money allotted
302.920
528,255
319,345
1040
414.030
444,655
414,030
530,270
337,380
197,575
202.270
450,180
496,470
264,130
851,170
1500
386,065
195,135
581,740
303,145
735,600
980
143,135
442,540
545;575
)~5'
330,360
280;106
657,065
292,740.
225,025
296;300
303,145
~ 20~:350
17,675
199,050
729,149
6,002.000
1,1?2,490· :",
131;590
198,950'
106,490
61,530
326,050'
467,990
423;746t
56,z66
455,890
1.766,15P
3.535,500
96,780 .'
1,295,555
472,010
940
146,340
105,050
2.545
43.090
Campus considers
implementation of
varible 3:2 plan
by April Ondts
Associate News Editor
Existing tenured faculty may
have the option of foregoing re-
search efforts to volunteer to fill in
for faculty members on sabbatical
to help par down replacement costs
in a tightening budget.
The Priorities. Planning, and
Budget Committee has suggested
the implementation of a variable
3:2 teaching plan as pan of a list of
budget-cutting measures and rc-
structuring efforts. Now all profes-
sors teach three courses one sernes-
ter and two during the other.
According to Colleen Shanley,
SGA president and PPBC member,
the suggestion was formu-
lated alter about 15 faculty
members went to the Claire
Gaudiani, president of the
college. and said they
would be willing to volun-
teer to be sabbatical rc-
placements.
As replacements profes-
sors would leach the classes
of professors on leave at no extra
pay. Replacements would carry a
3:3. reaching load while doing so
and forego research effort'> because
of the extra hours'.
According toleffBerman, PPBC
member, the savings per replace-
ment by going to the variable 3:2
plan would be approximately
$4,000 per instructor. per semester.
"I think [the plan] would prob-
ably be fairly innocuous. A few
people would do it, maybe if you
didn't have a current research
project ... No one.has 11llkedabout
the details of its implemenl1ltion. I
think the faculty would want a lot
more information before it is imple-
mented," said Donald Peppard,
PPBC member and proressor of
economics.
Loomis said, "One of the com-
mente;; that has been heard is that
[the plan] might reduce ~le quality
of education for thc' students. Its
hard to control the visiting faculty
that we hire, although we do get
some excellent visiting faculty. l
think if we usc our faculty [as rc-
placements] the general tendency
would be towards excellence."
Sophomore Austin Jenkins, a
govcrnment major, said, "The only
concern Ihave with this suggestion
is that we might gel into a situation
where professors might end up
leaching in a field outside their area
of expertise. which, in and of itself,
is not necessarily a problem. but
there may be a disparity in quality."
Said Berman,"We listened to the
comments and concerns ... If the
faculty can come up with a volun-
tary and variable 3:2 plan that will
'There may be a
disparity in quality'
- Austin Jenkins
Gove.-nment major
save the college money, lPPBC's]
fcchng is that it ShOU\l\ oc ·\\T\f)\c-
mcnred. "
According to Sttnnlcy, the ben-
efits 0(£1 variable 3:2 teaching plan
have been "estimated ala 560,000"
savings to the college.
Said Shanley, "There was some
faculty opposition during the open
meetings and some reservations
were expressed during [other]
PPBC meetings."
S"id Shanley, "BOlh rerr
[Berman] and I felt ihat Ithc vari-
able 3:2 teaching plan}could afrect
academics here, but if faculty felt
comfortable with it ... it was rec-
ommended."
Said Berman, "It's re"lIy in ~le
faculty's caun to determine how
this should be implcmenled. "
Said Shanlcy,"This is just <I rcc-
ommendation to the f;:lculty. They
have jurisdiction ovcr all academic
programs."
PPBC suggests making campus "smoke-free"
Budgetary measure may also save on long-term health care costs
by Glen Brcnncr
-(he College Voiccc
One "revenue-enhancing and
cost-reslIucturing" suggestion put
forth by the Priorities, Planning,
and Budget commiuce and dis-
cussed atopen commitlCe meetings
was making Connecticut College
into a "smoke-free" campus.
If this suggestion is reCOlll~
mended by the PPBC and approved
by the Student Government Asso·
ciation, smoking in any public area
on campus, including dining halls,
would be banned.
Dormitories would not be af-
fected by the ban.
Jeffrey Berman, student member
ofPPBC, snid health concerns are a
factor in the committcc's dccision
whether to recommend this suggcs-
tion to Claire Gaudiani, president
of the college, for implementation.
A rccent medic;;ll study has clas·
sified second-hand cigarettc smoke
as a first-class carcinogen.
The implemenl1ltion of this bud-
getary measure could thereby save
the college money in health costs.
Said Berman, "If an employee
we~ to get lung cancer, asthma, or
any of a variety of respitory ail·
menLS. perhaps not now but in the
future, then heor she could attributc
the cancer to the second-hand
smoke that circulates around cam-
pus."
According to Colleen Shanley,
SGA president, the college will
save money on hC<lllh benefits if tile
campus becomes smoke·free.
Shanley pointed out that health
insurnncc foremployccs would de-
crcnse, giving thc school added
money to combat the budget crisis.
Berman said under the currcnt
smoking policy, the college risks
liability from potential lawsuits.
Said Bennnn, "There is a financial
interest in protecting our heallh."
The PPBC rems that second-
hand smoke infringes on 000+
smokers' rights to health nnd com·
fort on c,lmpus, said Bcrman, who
sponsored Icgislalion his frcshm<'10
year to restrict campus smoking.
Smoking will not be prohibitcd in
dormitories, unless a dorm negates
that privilege on an individual ba-
sis, to protcct thc rights or smokers.
"A b<'llancc must be found to sm-
isfy both smokers and non·smok-
crs," S<lid Berman.
Sophomore Ed Peselman sug-
gesLcq a way for smokers to be ablc
to smoke outside their dormitories.
"Smokers need to find a place to
smoke, and if there weredcsignatcd
smoking areas in all buildings thcn
people who fearcd for their hc<\lth
could avoid those arC<ls," he said.
But John Turpin disagreed, say-
ing, "Non+smokers have some
righls too, and smokers C<.lOnol
diclflte wherc people go."
--
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Cot'1lUtwd /,om pogt J
hy Yvonne \V3tkins
Managfng Editor
The question of whether capa-
biluics or race played il role In the
terms for choosing a houscfcllow
for Knowlton was the subject of
healed debate at a dorm meeting
Saturday as residents raised con-
cerns abouL the selection process.
Judy Kirrnrnsc, the college's Af-
firmative Action officer, and
Catherine WoodBrooks, dean of
student life, Iacilitatcd the last
minute meeting, which, according
to Kirmmsc, was called to "provide
an open forum because rumors had
been circulating in th(~ dorm that
[the housefellow] fcund damag-
ing."
One of these rumors, said
Kirmmsc, concel ned "(1 link be·
twccn a propoS<.J1:.mela supposed
aucmpt to secure <J position ror
Sa\'ccna [Dhall] as next year's
hOllscfclJow in Knowlton." The
proposal, sponsored by RatiY(1
Ruangsuana, Knowllon
housefcllow, Greg Curci, house
scmHor, and Tam Rehl, house gov-
ernor, was brought to SGA this
week in the form of a lellcr LO the
Priorities Planning and Budget
Committee and key administrators
recommending lhat Knowlton re·
main the Intcrnational and Culluml
House and thm Its dining hall rc-
main open for lunch and dinncr. Ir
was commiucd lo lhc Rcsidential
Lifc Commiuce.
Kirmmse scml, "It's hmd for me
to sec the conncction between the
proposal (lnd having Savccml as
housefcllow."
Beth Hodges, Knowlton resi-
dent, agreed, saying, "1 did not see
the connection between the pro-
posal and the accusations against
the houscfcllow."
Several residents expressed con-
cern with what they perceived to be.
a trend in the past several
housefeHows of the international
dorm. The previous four have been
women or color. According to Greg
Curci, house senator of Knowlton,
there is a concern that quality is
being compromised for diversity,
or "something cosrnetlc." He be-
lieves the administration has said,
"wouldn't it be nice to have an
international student or n student of
color be thc housefellow of
Knowllon~"-
Curci said, "People have noticed
a pauern. Masako [Tamura, lasL
yem's hOllscfcllow) was chair of
ac"Hlcmic aff<.lirs, and became
houscfellow of Knowlton. Ratiyn
was chair of acmlemic affairs and
became houscfellow of KnowlLon.
Sa\'ccna ischairof academic affairs
and may become housefellow of
KnowlLOn. And all the people werc
very good f ricnds."
Ruangsuana said, "You're an
idiot if you think it's a game to
choosca hou~fellow. It's going to
be affecling people's li\'es_ Ilhink
the hOllscfellows have been very
objcctivc and very professional
Lhroughout the proccss. In terms of
housefellows playing favorites. iL'S
stupid."
Tilinura responded LOlhe qucs-
Lions raised by Lhe pcn.::eivcd pilL-
Lern, SHying, "FirsL of all, I think
these comments arc outrageous.
They arc very racist. I wonder if
people question Morrison, [which
has had a white male housefellow
for the past several years] and ask,
'What docs that mean?' It's when
people see minorities in positions
of power as a pattern, that they stan
to question things. This is very dis-
turbing."
Wood Brooks agreed, also citing
Morrison as an example. "There
could also be patterns or trends of a
white male housefel1ow at
Morrison for umpteen years."
Savccnn Dhall, chair of aca-
dem ic affairs ancl houscfellow can-
didate, said all the allegations arc
ridiculous. "Only one chair of aca-
dcmic nffairs hasbeen housefellow
of KnowlLOn. And that one is
Ratiya, obviously," she said,
conLinuing. "They are condemning
me of something I don't have. I do
not have the position. I'm just a
c(mdiclatc. They are talking about
mens a sure thing [for housefcllow]
because I'm Asian."
Ruangsuana said, "Being Asian
has nothing to do with being
houscfellow. You're chosen be-
cause you're qualificd."
Amanda Frederick. housefellow
of Smith, said of the housefellow
process, '" have never been in-
structed that they look for certain
people for certain dorms."
Frederick also snid, "Particular
dorms have particular personali-
ties. Iknow. personally, Iwouldn'L
have fit in several other donns."
Curci said he believes this issue
of dorm personality, addressed hy
\Voodl3rooks at the dorm mccting,
"almostargue(\ thepoim for us. She
.- a compiJlJIjonololMr schools' news L ---"
The
Camel
Co nne ctio n
statement made that the president
of SGA for the past three years has
been a woman. In fact, only Colleen
Shanley, the current president, is a
woman. Her two predecessors were
Reg Edmonds and John Maggiore,
Dhall also said she was d isturbed
by the lack of research andappareru
ignorance on the subject of the
housefellow selection process.
"They had not spoken to Dean
WoodBrooks or Danell Gill, any of
the housefellows, cleans, Chaplain
Steve ... The [selection committee]
is a broad spectrum of people, and
they haven't talked to a single per-
son. They don'teven have any solid
facts ... The proper channels were
not lakcn."
Many of the involved parties see
the mecting as a whole as positive,
and would like Knowlton residcnts
to work together on redefining the
role of each residcOl in the intern[l~
tional donn.
Dhall said she believed the meet-
ing was "very effectivc. It got is-
sues open and out on the Ooor. We,
as a dorm, can determine what
needs to be done now.
Said Hodges, "J think there needs
to be a reevaluation of intcrior
struClUre of Knowlton. Ith ink thcre
needs to bc a reevaluation of what
Knowlton is and what i t should be."
Steven Spalding, Knowlton resi-
dcm <lOdformer cultural coordina-
tor,said, "I think wenccd toeascoff
ofLheproposal and work on how we
in Knowlton can improve the dorm
now
Lisn Falco, ..motller KnowllOll
resident, declined cornn1cnt.
SUNY president agrees not to cut
performing arts program
The president of the State University of New York
agreed not to cut a performing arts program after students
Look over the college library in protest.
Two hundred students sal, sang and chanted 10 protest
the cuts, which would have eliminated five faculty
positions. .
Students and faculty said that the program, which
emphasized jazz, blues, and African-American dance,
was vital to the multicultural mission of the college,
whose population is 40 percent minority students.
As part of the agreement not to cut the program~ the
performing arts faculty members must come up with a
new program of study which will be reviewed by the
college.
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said that Knowlton was the interna-
tional and cultural donn, and said
that they do try to match students
with suitable dorms. And then her
voice trai led off, and ,1 lot of us
thought, 'Bang, there it is' I
don't think they are making any
type of conscious decision, but I
think it's happening ... We just
want to get it out in the open, so we
know what to expect in the future. I
think the administration is hesitant
to admit it plays a role in the selec-
tion process."
Curci believes the racial issue
docs factor into the houscfellow
selection process. He said, "I think
they think it looks real nice maybe
Lahave an internaLiona I student or a
minority swdent as housefellow,
despite the fact thaLmaybe there's a
whitc male who's equally inter-
ested in a culture, equally nuent,
equally dediC<lLccl,equally quali-
ficd and possibly more so."
Kirmmsc sHid of this allegation
of bias in the selection process that
"housefellows can only be chosen
by their meriL It's such a careful,
careful selection process."
Rajncesh Vig, residenl of
Knowlton, <lgreed, saying "As far
as Saveena being housefeJlow.
she's beingjudged on herqualifJca~
tions, not her background."
Said Dhall, ''I'm very disap-
pointed 10 have residents of this
dorm making statements like this,
thm arc clearly racist Sl..aLements..
. People were talking without any
basis of knowledge."
Dhall pointcd Out that <l number
of thc f<lClS cited at Saturday's
mecting were incorrect, such as the
NEWS
Gaudiani gauges I
student response to I
volunteer program I
hy .Jennifer Levan
News Editor
to the idea, and Sophomore Austin
Jenkins brought up the fact that the
college is located ncar communities
which havcmany"m-risk" children,
and therefor the college would be a
more logical site than Haverford
College, Bryn Maw r College, or
other schools located in more
residential areas.
"[The program] would bean asset
to the community," he said.
Gaudiani echoed Jenkins' point,
saying, "We have an ideal
population base."
Gaudiani pointed out that students
would be giving something to the
community through this program
and would expand on existing
outreach structures such as aves
and Population 2000,
prograrnswhich would be assets in
the Irnplornenuuion of "Summer or
Service."
Clinton announced his plans for
this special national summer service
project at Rutgers University last
Monday and he taped an interview
with MTV to encourage national
service.
Clinton has requestcd$7.4 biB ion
over the next Iour years (or this
At a fireside forum held in
KnowlLOn last wcck , Claire
Gaudiani, president of the college,
announced that the college has
received information about
President Clinton's "Summer of
Service" project.If enough students
express interest, she said, a
committee will be formed to write
up a proposal requesting that
Connecticut College be chosen as
one of the sites for this program.
The instilutionsofhigher learning
chosen by Clinton and the Office of
National Service will become sites
for a national training program
leaching how to help "at-risk"
children.
The program would involve
siudcrus and young people from
New London and the surrounding
areas working wi th "at-risk"
children in the area.
"The competition will be fierce,"
said Gaudiani, who added that the
schools with the highest energy
levelswililikely bcchosen.Students
at the forum responded positively
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Designer Apparel For Men, Women
and Juniors
Gap,
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Liz Claiborne
New Inventory I)aily
Specials and 50% off sale in-
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10% additional discount with
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program. The CosLSwill rise each
year, hilling $3.4 billion in 1997,
according to information released
by the Office of National Service.
The "Summer of Service"
program will focus on four to len
communities around the country and
will involve more that 1,000 young
people aged 17 to 23 who will train
to work with "at-risk" children.
The goats of this program arc to
show what national service can
accomplish by bringing people
together and by developing a
leadership corps (or future years of
national service.
The programs sponsored by
"SummcrofServicc"willlcach the
participants LO work with these
vulnerable children in the areas of
education in crime prevention and
environmental issues.
Some participants will counsel
youths on Slaying out of gangs,
while others will help bring
families into clinics or tutor,
Developing the leadership skills
of the participants is a major tenet
of the program.
A one-week training program
will precede the actual "Summer
of Service," which will conclude
with" Sumlnitauended by Clinton.
Participants wiH be paid minimum
wage ptus a stipend, estimated to
be $1000.
Gaudiani emphasized she has
no staff available to work on a
proposal to submit La the Office of
National Service, and she will need
students lO participate in the
proposal's drafting.
"I am destitute in a way to do this
withoutstu(\ents ... 1 have not even
spoken to my staff," she said.
Gaudiani added thal working on
this committee would be an
exceptional time commitment.
Said Gaudiani, "It would take
people doing research This
would have to be a mega team
effort."
According to the Ol'Iicc or
National Service, Clinton will
submit legislation for the program
to Congress in the spring.
According to Guudinni, the lime
a committee will have lO draft the
proposal will be short.
"I'd be surprised if they give us
more than thirty days," she said.
J ntcrcstcd students should cal I the
office of the President.
Other colleges await law's interpretation
Continued/rom p. J
instructional week that includes
reading days or exam periods," said
McKenna, who added, "II is not 100
percent finalized yet."
Last week, the Department of
Education published a proposed
interpretation of the regulation, ac-
cording to Don Filer, assistant lO
the president of the college.
"It wi II not be final unti IJuly 1,"
he said.
Filer said the proposal includes
exam periods in its definition of
instructional weeks.
"Our present calendar meets
those requirements," said
McKenna.
Team up with kids in
South Africa
What do you .have (0 offer kids in South African townships?
Lots! Like the chance to participate in team sports. And a way
to discover the value of teaI11wCl'k and individual effort. while
working to overcome distrust between people of differentJaCes.
As a Score coach, youll teach gym classes and coach after-school
sports, including soccer, volleyball and baskeLbaU.
Score volunteers serve for six months; groups leave in January
and June. 11le program fee covers international airfare, health
insurance, placement, training, fteld support, local transportation
and room and blJard. Interested? caJ] today!
Get off the bench and Score!
'w::JRiDTEPCH
Harvard Institute for Intemational Development
One Hot 5treet, Cambridge, MA 02138-5705 (617) 495-5527
Informational meeting:
March 9 at 7p,m. in Blaustein 213
Since faculty interaction with
students continues through the
exam periods. McKenna believes it
is appropriate to consider exam
days to be instructional time.
"That makes sense for a school
like Connecticut College," he said.
Jessica Friedman, sophomore
c1.1SS president, said she had ques-
tioned the need for revisions.
Frie<lman suspeclS thM reasons
other than the new regul<ltion have
played a role in the college's movc
to lengthen iL<iacmlem ic year.
"I was personally ,lngry, because
I didn'l feci thaI SllIdcnl'i were gel-
ling the whole piClllre," Friedman
said.
Friedm:m said she called rcpre-
scnlativc."i from Trinity College and
Wesleyan UnivcrsilY LO investig<lle
lhc aClions being taken by Olher
C'ollegcs 10delermine whether Con-
ncclicul College was justilled in
attcmpling LO change the c'llendar.
According 10 Friedman, bOlh in-
stitutions were WHiting to deler-
mine the exacl meaning 01" lhe Icg-
islmion before making calendar re-
visions.
•
$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy!
No selling, You're paid direct.
ully Guaranteed. FREE Infor-
ation·24 Hour Hotline. 801·
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King Crossword
7
ACROSS
J. lib or
spanker
5. Oscillate
8. Fearless
12. Queen of
England
13. Concern of
NOW
14.Dies-
15. Wild shrubs
17.Dteam(Fr.)
18. Donkey (Fr.)
19. "'The-
Around Us"
20. Famous psy-
chiatrist
21. Stieky stuff
22. C1erieal
vestment
23. H"Il1ike
animal
26. Put into
words
30.-~
31."- Morning
in May"
32. lai-
33. Univ. bigs
35. Clenched
hands
36. Lab animal
23'
37. Forbid
38. Cheat (slang)
41. - Lanka
42. Luau dish
45. Minor Moslem
magistrate
46. Early sports
ears
48. Soviet river
49. Sea eagle
50. Salute
51. Paper size
52. Narrow ship
channel
53. Gaelic
DOWN
L - Thompson
2. Presently
3. "Bus Stop"
playwright
4.1risb sea 80d
5. Pied Piper's
river
6. Before eode
or rug
7. Aanunable
substance
8. Nitwit
9. City on
theOka
10. Wash (poet.)
5 •
12
5
18
r ....
51
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11. Cud-chewer
16. Eskers
20. Heidi's horne
21. Orange-flowered
plant
22. Bladed tool
23. Craggy bill
24. Pub pint
25. Advance, in
cribbage
25. Printer's meas.
27. Overhead rails
28. Made a lap?
29. Family member
31. Baseball's Mel
34. 40 winks
35. "So Long
at the-'"
37. Wild goose
38. Run before
the wind
39. Part of TLC
40. First man
41. Word in a
Doris Day song
42. Early TV host
43. Cornelia -
Skinner
44. Man or Wight
46. Solicil
47 -Guevan
VI.£1l. 1o'J.~Bt.
·N.~lAAl· 15
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BIG lJhll Of P\),IW, <»..IJoA.fA\..!
OOW1 1O'fL111£ eRA,; r-~~-""v~=../I
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£COMICS
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o
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OWN SE.L!=/SH GAIN, BuT f:OR
mE GOOD01= NE couNTRY ...
/,: WE R,EALLY USTcN To ruE
PfOPLE:., AND UN~TANDTHIS
NE.W J:'E.E.LlNG IN ruE LAND... 1---1
/SfT7lE
CAUI
6(lT7lE
CAU?
\
WE. CAN Tu~ IT
To OUR Pf.RSONAL
ADVANTAC:.E!
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Campus "gets pumped"
with Shwiffs' new CD
of an African lullaby called "Tula
Baba" and "Low Bridge," a song
written by 'he original Shwiffs al-
most fifty years ago. The most im-
pressive recording on the disc,
however, is a powcrfuJ "Keep Your
Eyes on the Prize" from the ac-
claimed documenr.ary of we civil
rights movement
While this is the Shwiffs' first
CD, it is hardly the flIStrecordingof
by Luk~ Brennan
The College Voice
Connecticut College is undeni-
ably graced with many talented in-
dividuals who participate in the
arts. Of these artists, some of the
finest are members of the a
cappella groups on campus. With
the recent release of eel Pumped,
Conn studenlS can now hear the
talented singing skills of the
Shwiffs on compact disc for
the first time.
The skill displayed on Gel
Pumped is matched only by
the diversity of the selections
_ everylhing from A-Ha's
"Take On Me" to the theme
song from the old "Under-
dog" cartoon (a personal fa-
vorite of mine) can be found
on the disc. The contents of
the album certainly back up
the statement of business
manager Heather Wolpert,
who pointed out "For thc past
fifty years, the Shwiffs havc
had a sound based on blend."
This blend includes several
other well-chosen selections.
Rock tunes are welt-rcpre-
seated; the a\bum includes
Dream A.cademy's "Life in a
Northern lawn," the Bangles'
";fazy Shadc or Winfcr.o,
F/ccnvood Mac's "t:Doll 'l W.'IIll to
Know," nnd an especially tine ver-
sion of Simon and Garfunklc's
"Scarborough Fair." The Shwiffs
move into marc remote areas to
perform with a beautiful rendition
ihe group, which has retcasec sev-
arirt albulns overlhc years. Accord-
ing LO Wolpert, Gef Pumped, re-
corded in November,
was proposed when members real-
ized it was "time to start bringing
the music groups on campus to the
(recognition level] of music groups'
..-.-/
Graphic courtesy orrh£. Shwiff~
(
"
on other campuses."
General manager AnneBain said
all of the funds necessary for the
recording were raised by the
Shwiffs, by singing at Conn and
other campuses as well.
The project was "recorded in
twelve [Q fifteen hours, with mixing
Laking a few hours longer," said
Bain. When one considers the qual-
ity of the album, this is extremely
impressive. Wolpert
hopes that Gel Pumped
will leave those Shwiffs
who arc not graduating
this year a good founda-
lion [or the future.
Despite the hard work
involved, Wolpert said
that "[the project] was
tons of fun to do. It was
great for us to get off cam-
pus and do something to-
gether."
The senseof fun shines
through the album, and
this is one of its greatest
strengths. Gel Pumped
never gets bogged down
by pretentiousness - it is
simply an effort by a
group of singers who ob-
viously love lO sing and
do it very well. If you are
a (an of a cappella or enjoy good
songs being performed in a new
way, pick up Gel Pumped. It is a
strong. diverse offering from Con-
necticut College's oldest a
cappella group. Copies are now on
sale in the post office, or just call
any Shwiff.
ANCHOR
As women see it
My Enemy, My Love is "a thoughtful, intelligent,
acerbic 'look at the factors in OUf cunore that
contribute to antagonism and misperceptions
between the sexes." -Booklist
"A provocative and engaging exploration."
-San Francisco Chronic.le
BACKLASH' Susan Faludi
"Backlash is the right book at exactly
the right time ...trenchant,
passionate and lively."
-Los Angeles Times
THE BEAUTY MYTH • Naomi Wolf
"A smart, angry, insightful book,
and a clarion call to freedom.
Every woman should read it."
-Gloria Steinem
WILD SWANS • Jung Chang
"A riveting account of the
impact of history on the lives
of women." -Mary Morris
Other Anchor Books
from a woman's perspective:
SISTERHOOD IS GLOBAL
The International Women's
Movement Anthology
Compiled, Edited and with
an Introduction by
Robin Morgan
THE POLITICS OF
WOMEN'S
SPIRITUALITY
Essays on the Rise of
Spiritual Power Within
the Feminist
Movement
Edited by
CharleneSpretnak
Connecticut College's oldest a capella group blasts into the '90s with their first romlwct disc.====~~'J
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pARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
Arts & Technology
Symposium lives
up to expectations
by Luke Brennan
The College Voice
Much has been made of the
fourth biennial Arts & Technology
Symposium held this week at Con-
necticut College. While the scg-
mcnts dealing with virtual reality
received the most publicity, many
of the other aspects of thc sympo-
sium were equally fascinating.
Twoofthe most intcrcsting dcm-
onstrauons occurred late Saturday
afternoon. The first, "Genetic
Sculpture," was hosted by Frank
McGuire from the Cleveland Insti-
tuteof Art. In his lecture, McGuire
demonstrated how he used a com-
purer program Lacreme a lCLrahc-
dron, and repeatedly modified it
until he had reached a shape which
he feltlookcd the best.
As McGuirc explained, from
each tetrahedron four shapes arc
created, from each of the four
shapes four new shapes arc devol-
oped and so on.
Another fascinating presentation
was the "Free Range Chicken: A
Device for Large-Scale Dircct lm-
age Production."
The speaker. Han Nair. [min the
Rhode Island School of Design.
gave a history of the development
of an untoth ered, ambu/~ILOry
"printer turned insideoul." Thca.im
of the chicken was to have a deVice
lhalcould keep lnlck ofLhecreative
process, recording every move in
the development of a picce of art-
work as well as monitor the belief
that a compuler could add anmhcr
Outstanding cast performances
render a Dracula with real bite
EVER YTHING. Act one unfolded
in Dr. Seward's sanatorium, where
enormous purple pleated curtains
dominated the set, accenting the
fine furniture and a wall of picture
frames.
While the main storyline devel-
oped center stage, one's eyes were
continually distracted by various
cast members behind the wafl
sJowly moving from picture frame
to picture frame, sellling into sev-
eral minute poses in each. In lhe
Count's vault in the final aCt, one
could eatcb a glimpse of some nice
impaled heads and skeletons if one
was lucky enough to ,beable to peer
through the mists.
Cheese? Yes, there was a little
cheese. I know th(lt there isn't an
easy way to gel a realistic-looking
bat to fly into doors, but tbe large
rubber thing on the string slapping
limply against the glass really
didn't cut it, as chonles from the
audience made obvious.
by Carli Schultz
The College Voice
The Connecticut College Thc-
ater Department and Theater One
presented their long-awaited pro-
duction ofDracula this weekend in
Palmer Auditorium. The Hamilton
Deane play, directed by Derron
Wood '88, followed the path of the
Count in his quest for the blood of
tbe living.
Being a night owl, I attended tbe
midnight matinee, where pale.mel·
ancholy ushers generally avoided
one's gaze and looked, well, de·
pressed. At seven minutes to mid-
nigbt the ligbts dimmed and tbe
audience, (Yho had been treated to
loud clanging chimes were slowly
circled by a macabre procession of
singers, whose slow a capella piece
darkened the mood to the level of
the ligbts. Tbus began Dracula.
The trick to watching this play
successfully was to be aware of
Wednesday March10, 1993
8 p.m. Palmer Auditorium
Charlie Hadenls
Liberation Music Orchestra
W~
TL- ~ ~ ~C!o<J>
Regular Tickets $23,18,1613
Student Tickets $18, 15,12, 7
Buy- 1 ticket, get a
second ticket FREE!
(Of lesse. 01 equal value)
Bring this coupon to the Box Office
tlonday-Friday 11am-6pm
439-ARTS
New England Foundallon For l'he Arts,
Funded In PattB)' A Gr8J1:F~1J;'~Re8det'I CligoI! NantIl Jw: ~
Wrth Additional $tJRlOft Ftom The"'l'>...- _oW Nrd The ~ EndOM'T*'d Fa The .The Comecticul Comn'iuion On , ....... ,
However, small amounts of
cheese can be overlooked when
compared to Dracula's scene with
Mina. Put a vampire as persuasive
and enticing as that one around me
and I don't think I would put up
much resistance either.
The best performances belonged
to Scott James (Dracula) and Rob-
ert Yasumura (RenfieJd). A com-
ment overheard from the audience
was "Robert makes a greal mad-
man" and tbat hedid. With his wild
hair 'and crazed look in his eyes,
Yasumura may be the "show
stealcr" of this play. James, flow-
ing about the swge in bis green and
red cloak, made a perfecl Dracula.
His battle of wills wiLh Van Helsing
was tremendous.
David Bardeen LOokon the role
of the grelll Doctor, and play",1 him
with a strong force of power.
Bardcen's Van Hclsing was a man'
not to be messed with. Barbara
Whitney (Mina) did a commend-
ablejob,and although hcr portrayal
could have been stronger, hcr role
ofa increasingly confused and dev-
ilish woman was well carried ofr.
As to Min"l's lover, Jonathan
Harker, Ravi Maira played the
character LOa "T", a far beller job
than KcnnuRcevesdid in lherecent
film adapwtion.
Dr. Seward was played by Bcn
Kaplan. Kaplan's Seward did not
shine onswge, but to swnd out
among the likes of a well-dressc<1
count, a dominating doctor and a
raving madman is no easy task for
<:lnyoneto accomplish.
Kudos as wcll to Amy L.
Hanoian (maid) and Joshua 51
Pritchard (Butlerworth), who bod' '~
played their respective roles with ~ r
just the right amount of humor to ~
bring a smile to an otherwise dark ~ I
.9
play. ~
Heaps of applause should go to- ~
wards all in Theater Services, the ~
set for Dracula was simply as- ~
tounding. Extra recognition should :ji
go to thechime-ringer and the mist- ~
releaser. Itwas a collection of such ~ I!I ::-_-:~-==:;-;=~~:::::;:;t;:;,-;;;-;h,~~:;:;---'
little delails that made Dracula a ~~XhibitS at the Symposium ranged from the practical t~ the bil.arTe.
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layer to Lhecreative process.
Unfortunately, the chicken was
built using scarce pans and because
of some technical pmblcms was
unable to perform.
The artwork on display wasstrik-
ing. Among the most irucrcsung
works was the piece "Wargarncs,"
created by Wayne Orazin of the
Cleveland Institute of An. Draxin
used TV screens displaying video
games and images of monsters and
transcripts of the infamous convcr-
sauon between Saddam Hussein,
Tariq Aziz, and diplomat April
Glaspie (as well as the text of
George Bush's national address on
the first night of the Gulf War) La
blast the Desert Storm campaign.
Other works of note included the
beautiful Inkjet prints of William
R. Leete and the Paul Rurkovsky
exhibit, which used toys, food,
magazine clippings, and recordings
to au ..ick the mindsct of'thc compla-
cent American consumer.
The. mos ~l'n;l·';nlT~lrt",,~,·l- hn\\/~
ever, was provided by New York
City artistPattyWongpakdcc In her
ex.hibit of Cibachromc prints. The
prints "Equivoca\ Neighbors,"
"acrtccuvc Thoughts," am\ "O{)U-
lent Broadcast" blended various re-
ligious orutocis wilh luru:!scllpc ...· 10
a stunning, dreamlike cttcct.
All in all, the symposium was
successful, an experience which
was able LO live up to the h)'pe
surrounding it. The event was in-
formmive and clever anel was able
to unite two very different disci-
plines into a cohesive whole.
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SPORTS
Women's hoops eliminated from
ECAC's byWestfield State 57-55
the Camels rolled off 12 unan-
swered points to take a 26-11 lead.
Theiraggressive play such as that
on both ends of the court allowed
Conn to roll up a 41-27 half-time
lead.
But the Lyons were not to be
tamed so quickly. Their man-to-
man defense cooled off the hot
Camel offense, but it was their
bomb squad who got them back
Into the game. Wheaton hit three of
their eight three-pointers in just
over a minute to cut the lead to 42-
41.
This time they were back in the
game to Slay. But for a moment, it
appeared as if Sher wouldn't be.
The junior guard was knocked to
the Door and had to leave the con-
test, but was able to return a few
minutes later.'
Although Bonnie Silberstein
fouled out of the game with 4:57
left, the Camels were finally able to
build a lead that they could keep.
Wheaton's inside threat, Christine .~
Whelan, spent much of the second ~
half on the bench with four person- .2
als before eventually fouling out of ~
the game herself. ~
Corm was able to hold leads of six §
and seven points until the final ~
minute, when the Lyons hit yet an-
otner three-pointer tocut the lead to
674. But several bad Wheaton
misses and clutch free-throw shoot-
ing for Conn. especially Sher, who
hit six of eight in the final two
minutes, enabled [he Camels to
waIkawaywj[h a 7Q.-64 victory and
a trip to Vermont.
Maeca led the team with 16
points, Sher 14, and Stuart putin 13,
seven assists, and six steals. The
three seniors had final home games
(0 remember. Wood scored" 15
by ,\btl Burstein
A~S(Ki3leSports Editor
Supennan can perform various
incredible feats: ny, see through
objects, change clothes in a telc-
phone booth.etc. Butgivehimjust
a bit of kryptonite, and he cannot
even leap over small puddles in a
single bound.
In women's basketball this year,
the Conn College Camels,who fin-
ished with a record of 22-2 played
ala level near perfection. This deep
and balanced squad defeated every
opponent they met ...
Except Westfield State, their
version ofkryptonite, who knocked
them out of the ECAC tournament
Saturday by the score of 57-55.
The same Westfield State team
which used "a last-second shot to
beat the Camels 85-84 in overtime
in December den-ied Conn H chance
to play in the ECAC championship
game. After the third-seeded Cam-
els earned a trip to M iddlcbury,
Vermont by whipping sixth-seeded
Wheaton 70-64 on Wednesday
night in the first round of the tour-
nament, they [e ll to #2 seed
Westfield State.
Much like the first meeting.
Saturday's semi-final was close.
'But un\ike that game, in which the
twoteamscombincd for 169 points,
\'\\"\'S.w<.,s a \ow-semi"£, t\cfcn'S.\"e
struggle. The Camels hit on\y 36
~rccn' oralc,"rshOls andpUl.iUSl55
po/ms on usc oosra.
"We weren't as focused, and it
seemed like they were playing
harder," sHid senior center Bonnie
Silberstein. "And they just weren't
missi ng three-point shOl:s." Indeed,
Westfield SUlle knocked clown five
long-range shots in the game.
The Camels had a two point ad-
vantage going mto the second half,
and the lead went bock and forth
between the two teams for the rest
of the game. But with two minutes
left, Mamie Sher was called for a
questionable intentional foul on a
break-away lay-up, which gave
Westfield SUIte two shots, the ball,
and me momentum.
"It was definitely a foul, but nor
an intentional one:' said
Silberstein. "The referee shouldn't
dictate the game in a tournament
semi-final. .,
Still, the Camels had a chance to
tie the game, as they got possession
with 20 seconds left and trailing by
only two. But they missed three
shots in the span, and Westfield
State hung on for the win.
"It was like it was in slow mo-
tion," said Silberstein, recalling the
final sequence. "The ball just
wouldn't go in."
Bern Macca anti C. J. Stuart led
Conn with 13 points each. Esty
Wood, ErikaGillis,and Silberstein,
playing in their final games, had
nine, nine, and [our, respectively.
Excited fans packed the gym
Wcsnesday night Their cnthusi-
asm was coruaaious and spread to
the players as well. The taller Cam-
cis, using a tenacious defense
which forced several turnovers,
~umped to lO-G \c"d Iive minutes
into the game. Their zone defense
forced inc Lyons into ulking tougn
outside shots which would notfall.
Bur i[ did not lasL Wheaton was
able to slartdri ving to the hoop, and
the Camel'ssholS could not find the
hoop. A three-point play by the
Lyons with 12 minutes to play in.
the half cut the leat! to 14-11.
In need of more brealhing room,
A determined Esty Wood grabs a rebound against Wheaton.
points and Silberstein had eight. the best ki-id cf medicine.
Gillis had only two, but pulled Although the Camels were not
down six rebounds and played 37 able to take .home the champion-
minutes. ship, they have nothing to be
An exuberant Wood said the ashamed of. A 22-2 record high-
team played with "intensity and Iightedbya 199amewi~Qing'streak
perseverance." An equally ecstatic makes this team one of the best in
Gillis felt much the same. Conn history.
"We played intense the whole Everyone has their weak spot.
game,"shesaid. "WesUtrtedalittle But over the course of the season,
slow in the second half, but were the Camels again and again showed
.able toput it together." A victory is .more than enough strong SpOlS.
Spring '93 Preview: .,,--
Men's Lax heads to Colorado to kick off campaign
by .lillie GranoI'
Sports Editor
The men's lacrosse tcam is opti-
mistic aboul the upcoming season
as they head Oul to Colorado to play
two NCAA contesL~ and two exhi-
bilion mmches before rCLurning for
their first home game of thc season
ag,linsl Bentley, March 27.
\Vilh the return of seniors Mall
Shea, John Jessop, Tim Armstrong,
Pat Sanor, Dave Howes, <Ind Luke
Bcauy, the Cmnels have a good
chance to qualily lor the ECAC
playoffs for a founh consecutive
season.
Shea and Jessop, who combined
for 92 poims on offense last year,
willlcad lhe mtitck for Conn, while
Armstrong, Sartor, ,lnd Howes will
anchor a defense that wi IIgeta solid
goa/tcnding combination from
Beatty and sophomore .Tom
Hudner.
The C"mels "Iso "dd eleven
freshmen and one transfer to the
team this season, and according LO
Shea, "The undcrclassmen will
probably come up biggest in the
midfield this year."
A fter losing thc strong Tn idricld
unit of Chris Perkins,. Brown Can-
non, Slater Anderson, and
l
John
Bermingham to graduation, Conn
will look to juniors Bob Driscoll
and Brynn Hill, sophomores
Damian DePeter nnd SCOl[ Thorpe,
who tmnsferred from Colby, <mel
freshman Chris Demming to lead
the middie unit this season.
During their lcn d'ly LOurin Den-
ver, the team will scrimmage
Springfield College and the Uni-
versity 01 Color"do club team be-
fore facing Colorado College in
Colorado Springs, a lCum that was
nmionally ranked during the 1992
season. Conn's other match is
against the Colorodo School of
Mines.
Shea is unsure abol;lt the
compclion (he leam will face in
Colorado, but fccls mal Camels
performance will be <I big factor in
their season. "By far me most im-
FrUin the l'dilurs:
W,. regut tAal we were unahle to nut any pMtOsn!lhe ."qJ4(l..,h lealnl'lh"., .reO.Wfl,
r~us,tllS for tileSUltM) event."ojdle Men ~.,New£ngfa nil Cha,np/ott..,hip !1wimmul were
i lao lale/or this i.tsue o!l1/C Voice,~~_._~-_.._-~~.......__ ....._~.~----~-.__ ._ .._ ...._--_._-
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portant part of the season is the first March 27, and just four day later the eliminated Conn from the playoffs
two weeks," he said. Camels will collide with Trinity in defeating them lQ-..9 in overtime.
The Camels return to Conn for what will be a rematch of last year's The Camels closed out their season
their homc opener against Bentley ECAC quaterfinals. The Bantams with a 6-8 record.
:0 °vOi °5°io ON°so°0°Fo0 °Pj\oRo i·sOO~
SUIII.. er Plagra .. s 1998 :
Intersession : May 24 - June 11 °
Summer Session: J&Jne14 - july 23 :
• More lhan 50 regular oflerlngs from the UnM!rslty's liberal arts curriculum, :
• A lh'~ FrenctHanguage Immersion program, featwing °
cullwal walking tows and conversation classes. 0
• Weelrend exclnions : Normandy, Champagne, Loire Valley chateaux, :
IUgInly,Glvemy and Chartres, •
• seminar tows wtlh the University of Texas, the UnM!rsity of :
New HanpshR and the University of california at 1l4:IIteIey. . 0
•AI:.;:: n,w French ImmersionSessions: :'94 in Biarritz • Winter '94 in Paris 0
5encI for our 1993 s--r ~rillllS.Brochure: :
The AmertcanUnlvenlty of ~arls .. 0
Summer l'rogIilllb I U.S. OIftce :
80 East 11th Street. Suite 434 0
New YOlk, New Yen I 0003 0
121677-4870 • Fax /2121475-5205 :
•o
o
°o
'0
°
SPORTS
Schmoozing with Dob and Pops:
Schmoozing wants you - next year
Simple as that, best columns win.
Please send columns with your
names and phone number to Box
3489 (three-four-eight-nine) by
April 15, 1993. Take full advantage
of this break and practice up, kids.
Ass-kissing and cash donations
could, of course, expedite the pro-
cess.
Miscellaneous
Good news for puck fans- ABC
is going to be broadcasting week-
end games from this year's HL
playoffs. That means a little less
timespent auhe Ground Round and
a little less money spent on
Immodum after eating baskets full
of buffalo wings ... Touchdown
Dobbigib!
Hats off to the women hoopsters
for a great season that came to a
. tragic end with a heartbreaking tWO
(2) point loss (Schoepfer) in the
semifinal round of the ECAC's.
They finished with a mark of22-2.
Gaudiani called their play this
season, "brilliant." Westmoreland
declared, "We should be turning
the corner any day now." Thomas
said, "Another round, bartender."
by Dobby Gibson
.nd
David Papadopoulous
The College Voice
Column Tryouts
Dob and Pops are scheduled to
graduate this May (though don't
hold your breath) and that means
that we've got to find another pair
of geniuses to carryon our fine
tradition.
(Come, sit on our lap a sec,
Rusty) Here's the history of this
little column: It started out in 1989
as "Sports Talk" written by a
bright-eyed, bushy-tailed freshman
named Robert W. Gibson (who
subsequently changed his legal
name to Dobbigib), and a venerable
old senior named Kevin Cuddihy.
It soon after was rechristened
"Schmoozing With Kev and Dob",
before Cuds graduated and handed
one of the reins over to a 6'2"
sophomore socialist named David
Papadopoulos.
Now, "Schmoozing With Dob
and Pops" is prepared to bid fare-
well after three years of brilliant,
award-winning journalism. We
therefore now formally announce
that any pair (it must be a pair) of
students who would 1ike to take
Schmoozing over starting next year
musLsubmit two (2) Schmoozings
(Schmoozings) of their own (own).
We give Major League Baseball
"the finger" for planning to change
around the leagues and the playoff
system.
Top Five Ways You Can Tell
Your Classmate Is An RTC
S. Comments or questions in
class usually begin with "Well, in
dealing with my children ... "
4. S/He's the one person in class
smart enough to check books out of
the library rather than pay fifty
bucks a pop at the Textbook Annex
3. Give you a strange look when
you ask if they're going to the
"kegger" in Lambin that night
2. Only person not wearing Doc
Manens
I. They've done all the reading
and have actual academic interest.
Schmoozing Quote Of the
. Week
President Gaudiani called this
RTC-delecting method "brilliant."
General William Westmoreland
said, "We're turning the comer."
Bob Thomas sighed, "I need a
beer."
Business Club V.P., Newspaper
Delivery Service C.E.O., meticu-
lous car owner, and Econ maJol
Jack Genther said the following to a
Schmoozing correspondent last
week: "I'm nuts. I'm absolutely
crazy. I just hide it in a 'preppy
outfit."
Gaudiani called Genther's com-
ments "brilliant" Westmoreland
Sllid. "Christ. where (he hell's (he
comer?" Thomas s~Jid ... well,
Thomas was passed oul and un-
available for commenlo
n~lseba'l
I.M. Final
Standings
Women's Basketball Final Standings:
W L
5 0.
5
3
2
BBall
WWA 1
Men's A·League Basketball Final St1ndings:
W L
8 0
6 2
6 2
4 4
4 4
3
5
5
Flail
The Product
Montana Really
French Lick, Ind.
2A's + 7B+'s
Low Lites
The 96er's
3
2
2
1
5
6
6
7
Dream On Team
Campus Towers
Tarheels
Alumni
The Doormats
/ ••••••• <,Notebook:
Men's swim results
I"ivp • nF "hp ~n'" .wim tp.m ." "hp Np•
~.., .A rh.~inn.hin< ,hi. I., Wi11i .m. rn 11~p
U 'he ,. _ 'he ,~r went "n nre« .onin,. Mil.o
Anderson Greo Rose and Bill Yates soohomore Ned
n.. Mi n' 0, ., >?,h ,C "
" of t.hem h
171 oo inr;•. Mn.t . ., ,~.n_,n
so finishinn in the tnn 74 is cmi t.e . ·Vi'>..
Here are the results of each race throunh Sat.urda
ninh"
Fridav' s Events
200 Yard heestvle: Anderson O'Arrour Owens : and Rose
,~" Fi ·.h 14th .• ith a time of 1 :31.4
'0 v.rrl h"p •• t ."n.p· RMP-' .A ,pn'h wi 'h • ,,~
nF 7•• ' V.'o 10th in ?O.?R and n'o, " ?4,h in
29.97.
200 ve r-d back •• -". 'r'hi s w.. nnp o f 'hp hinh-linht.
nF thp ~p, FM "ho r. " OwPM Fi ni shprl fi fth wi th
• t Lme of 1:'7.18 wh i ch cua Ld f i.ed him for B St.ande rd
Nationals. I f not enouah swimmers make the cut-off t r.roe
c, ." . .1 "" no il r, ,n . 'h."
400 v"'" ~,11 ev rel.v: Ondo".nn Owens Rose ann YAtes
o!aced 11th finishina in 3:42.94.
• s
200 vard medle relav: Andprson Owens. R e ;:>.nnYate~
finished in 1:48.83 Qocd enounh for ninth.
'0 vard . An,o _. ." ?'. i.h nC ? .Q?
1.00 vam backstroke: Owens finished an outstandinn •Eoo.-r:h cotl'101etin the race in a mere 53.R_1.
Men's Floor Hockey Final Standings:
Baum Division: W L T
Divas Nine 6 0 0
Shape Wing 6 1 0
Bad Hockey 3 3 1
Milwaukee's Beast 3 5 1
Molores 2 4
Low Lifes 3 6 0
Hanson Brothers 1 5
Feltching P.J.'s 1 5 0
Meeker Division: W L T
Flocky Hockey 6 1 0
Hols Shols 6 2 0
Syracuse Bulldogs 5 1 1
Word Play 4 2 2
Honchos 3 4 1
Puckheads 2 4 0
Interdorm 4 0
Crashed & Burned 6
CHEAP!
FBI I U.s. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES $200
86VW ···········$50
'87 MERCEDES $lOO
'65 MUSTANG $50
Choose from thousands
starting $50
FREE Information-24 Hour
Hotline. 801-379-2929
Copyright #CT016410
DRIVERS WANTED
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Drive an Ice Cream truck in
your home town in Connecticut
or surrounding area this sum-
mer.Sell Good Humor and other
ice creams. Earn $650·$950 per
week. Apply now not in May.
Male or Female. Call:
BLUE SKY BAR ICE CREAM
(366~264l) Monday - SatUl'day
between 9:00am - 3:00pm
*EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing 1993UWTI travel
brochures. For more infor-
mation send a self adressed
stamped envelope to:
Travel INC.
P.O. Box 2530
Miami, FL 33161
CRUISE SHIP
EMPLOYMENT
NllW hiring students. $30
$900 wkly. Summer/Full
Time. Tour Guides, Gift Sho
Sales, Deck Hands, Bartend
ers, Casino Dealers, Etc.
World travel - Carribean
Alaska, Europe, Hawaii. N
Experience Necessary. Call
1-602-68()-{)323 Ext. 23
$$$ FOR COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIPS,
LOANS, GRANTS,
AVAILABLE
Regardless of age,
grades, or income. Call
Toll Free 1-80Q--436--
6867 Ext. I.r--1003
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